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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE OF 'IRE STUDY AND METHOD OF APPROACH 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this thesis is to study current practices in the 
organization, development and management of community music groups in the 
!Greater Boston area . 
Need and Justification 
There is a vital need today for a study of current practices of 
community music groups, for these groups are very important to the educa-
tional and cultural growth and activity of individual communities and the 
nation as a whole . A review of the pertinent literature reveals that there 
is little specific and valid i nformation on current practices of these 
groups (see Review of Literature) . The following paragraphs will make clear 
the importance of community music groups and the need (and significance of 
t he need) fo r study of their practices. 
Tzpes of Community Husic Groups . There are many types of community music 
groups. Most co~non of these are orchestras, mixed vocal groups, men's and 
---·~ · . - ----· 
women 1 s glee clubs, and ~ands~ Also in abundance, but in relatively fewer 
'-.:..-.-~ 
•numbers, are music appreciation groups (lister..ing to r ecorded nmsic), chamber 
music groups of~~ types, community concert groups (conmrunity performances 
,by famous artists), and madrigal groups . Many other types of musical orgar~-
zations, such as light opera groups and drum and bugle corps are also to be 
easily found. These l ast groups are relatively less important but do serve 
wortln1hile musical purposes . 
-1-
II 
I 
Important Characteristics of the Groups.. The vast majority of co:rrmmnity 
musi c groups are made up primarily of adults who are amateur music lovers 
and/or amateur performers. 'Ihey give their services for the inherent values 
to be gained from contact with forms of music and music groups and are 
usually unpaid. (Some instrumental performance groups do have a few paid 
performers.) These groups, for the n~st part, are entirely independent of 
educational institutions, but some do hold membership in leagues or associa-
tions, (e.g., National Community Symphony Orchestra League). 
Music groups within a community are usually independent of each 
other. There are a few communi ties which shm.r exceptions to this practice, 
however. The groups within these communities work closely with each other 
and are integrated into a cormrn.mi ty program. Flint, :Hichigan had, and per-
haps s till has an example of this type of program.1 
Benefits of 'Comnnmity Nusic. Some or many values of music (spiritual, moral, 
social, educational, and recreational) are probably inherent i n the prac-
tices of all the various types of community music groups. Below is a list 
of specific values v.rhich can be gained from a significant community music 
2 group or program. 
1 . The musical knowledge of the alumni is utilized. 
2 . Husical interest is stimulated in the public school student. 
3. The school musi c program receives greater support from the 
cormmmity. 
4. An opportunity is created for group and individual particjpation. 
1Augustus D. Zanzig, Music in American Life, National Recreation 
Assn., Oxford University Press , N.Y., 1932, pp. 9, 110. 
2 Robert E. Sault, "Integrating School Husic in the Comrm.mity Life," 
Music Educators Journal, XXXT (November, 1944), 20-22 et al . 
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5. The community is assisted educationally and recreationally. 
6. The community and school achieve closer integration. 
7. Civic and personal pride is developed. 
Goals of Cow~ity Music. The values of community music mentioned in the 
preceding paragraph pointed out the speci.fic musical directions toward which 
groups should aim. Broader goals and ideals beyond those purely musical can 
and should also be set up and aj~ed for. Below is a list of goals which 
apply to the informal education of adults in all fields of endeavor1 and 
consequently will serve a community music group. 
1. Acquirement of a mature understandi ng of one's self. 
2. Development of an attitude of acceptance, love, and 
respect toward other s . 
3. Development of a dynamic attitude toward life. 
4. Acquirement of the skills necessary to achieve the 
potentials of one's personality. 
5. Acquirement of the understanding of the essential 
values in the capital of human experience. 
6. Acquirement of the understanding of one's society 
and skill in directing social change . 
The obvious significance of community music as revealed by the pre-
ceding paragraphs makes apparent the need for strengthening and developing 
groups which are already in existence and the establishment and development 
of more of such groups. This cannot be done without securing knowledge of 
the various practices by which existing groups have organized and developed 
and are currently managed. The first step in obtaining this knowledge will 
be to review the pertinent literature on community music. 
~ialcolm s. Knowles, Informal Adult Education, (New York : Associa-
tion Press, 1950), 9-10 
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Definitions 
Personnel of the Groups 
This stu y is cone .rned on y 1~Tith groups that consist of adult 
amateurs pr:i.Ir..arily . It is t o be expected, houever , that some groups l'!i 1 
i ncl vde a few semi-professional or professi onal members . 
Area 
The music groups in the Greater Boston, Hassachusetts/area and a 
few surrounding towns and cities are the ones sel ected f or study. I t is 
thoug t that many groups, representatbre of most of the various types of 
con1.1nunity music groups, woul d be found i n this area and that these l-:O 'ld be 
wit in a reasonable istance for contact by personal interview n letter . 
eview of the Literature 
T1e availa ·le information on community music included a!Jproximately 
one undred and fifty books, pamphlets and articles of various types. This 
.material reveal ed new sources of information pertinent to the pro l em . n-
eluded among them were discussions of alumni groups, recreation acti viti es, 
adult education, motivation , leadership _, organization, f inances , publicity, 
· an community activiti es other than music groups . 
' Scope. T e l iterature examined' as limited to material printed since 9 ~0 
" 
except in occasional instances, when it ~as thought that an older source 
contained exceptionally usef ul information . 
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\Summary of Four Major Sources 
Reading revealed that the bulk of the literature treated the problem 
not at all, very limitedly or in only a small specific aspect of the overall 
problem. Horrever, the follo\\ring four sources were found to have much to 
offer. 
1. Music In American Life, by Augustus D. Zanzig, 
National Recreation Association, Oxford University 
Press, N. Y., 1932. 
2. "Building the Successful Choral Society" by 
Arthur D. Dunham, The Etude, Vol. LX!~I, No. 7. 
3. Starting and Maintaining a Community Orchestra 
by Augustus D. Zanzig, National Recreation 
Association, New York, Association Press, 1940. 
4. 11 The 'Connnuni ty Symphony Orchestra -- Its Establish-
ment and Development," by Helen D. Thompson. A 
series of nine articles in the I~rusic Journal 1948 
through 1950. 
1. f1Usic In American Life by Augustus D. Zanzig 
Useful Information. This work provides important and detailed information 
on the survey of the comnrunity, the functions of a sponsoring group, the 
nature of a sponsoring group, hindrances to musical learning, and sources of 
income. Other information was obtained, but in lesser degree, on leadership, 
rehearsals, and benefits of community mtisic. 
Limitations of Naterial. This book does not offer a method of setting up a 
community performance group. Consequently, it lacks important information. 
2. "Building the Successful Choral Socie ty," by Arthur 
D. Dunham. (This article was actually written in 
1938 and was published after the author's death.) 
Useful I nformation . This article offers information on beginning a choral 
group, the caliber of the group, the first performance, leadership, 
5 
membership, finances, publicity, librarian, and sponsors. 
Ljmitations of Material. The article deals with choral groups only, and 
consequently is incomplete. 
3. Starting and Maintaining a Community Orchestra 
by Augustus D. Zanzig 
Useful Information. This work comprises the best treatment of the beginning 
steps in establishing a group of t he performance type . It deals with perti-
1nent probl ems: sponsors, finances, the first performance, the Nusicians 
Union, admission to the group, form of government of the group, acquisition 
of rehearsal hall, music and instruments. 
Limitations of Naterial. Zanzig writes of the orchestra only. Consequently, 
the work lacks important information. 
4. "The Community Symphony Orchestra - Its Establishment 
and Development" by Helen H. Thompson 
Useful Information . As secretary to the American Symphony Orchestra League, 
the author has knowledge of the activities of the nearly six hundred American 
Symphony orchestras associated with the league. Accordingly, her material 
is very extensive. Thompson comments at length on orchestra personnel, 
, finances, comnittees, campaigns, publicity, organization of the executive 
board, and t he form of goverrunent of the performance group. 
Limitations of Material. The author includes both professional and semi-
professional as well as amateur organizations in her discussi ons.1 This 
limits the material in its usefulness to this study. Also, she deals with 
orchestras only. 
1Helen r1. Thompson, "The Community Symphony Orchestra - Its Establish-
ment and Development, (first article of a series of nine) Musi c Journal, 
(November-December, 1948), 28. 
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Significant Factors in Literature 
Nost if not all vJriters agree on the following factors involved in 
the establishment, development, and current practices of corrumLnity music 
groups. 
Standards. 1. The group (if it is a performance type) should perform on a 
high musical level, and all types of groups should offer much interest to 
I 1 
' the community. 
2. The community group should be more advanced than the local 
high school group of the same type if high s chool students are to be 
1 inlieres"tied later in joining the community group. General George s. "Howard, 
a former music educator and present conductor of the Army Ground Forces 
Orchestra, says, 
••• in order to interest the high school 
musician it is essential that we have com-
munity 2roups that represent advancement 
to him. 
' Leadership. The quality of leadership, especially, is the most important 
determining factor in working out a plan for a community organization.3 
The best list of abilities that the successful music leader must 
possess is perhaps given by Charles B. Righter, Director of Bands at Iowa 
1Arthur D. Dunham, "Building the Successful Choral Society," 
Etude, LXII (June, 1945), 377. 
2George s. Ho~-Iard, 11 The Main Street Band Has a Golden Future," 
Music Journal, VII (January-February, 1949), 11. 
3Dunham, op. cit., p. 377. 
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University. These are listed below i n the order of their importance.1 
l• Organizing Ability 
2. Teaching Skill 
3. Musicianship 
, Surveying the Community. The organizer( s) of the gr oup should first 
informally survey the commw1ity in which t he group is t o be set up so as not 
to conflict with groups already in existence . 2 
Cultural Background. The organi zer should learn the musical and cultur al 
background of the community so that he can present material that holds much 
appeal for the per fo rmers and their audiences. 
Nearby Co1nmunities. In many cases some or most players will come from near-
by communities as well as from the groups' Olin communities. 
Support. The groups should seek to obtain financial support through indi -
vidual or group sponsorship.3 There are types of support other than finan-
cial support. For example, support may be in the form of assistance in 
obtaining a r ehearsal hall and music, and prestige. A list of possibl e 
types of groups and/or i ndividuals is set fo rth below: 
1 . Prominent individuals -- in 1-veal th or civic leadership. 
(Professional mailing list companies can supply "good 
donor lists 11 in cities over 25,000.) 
2. Parent-Teachers Associations 
3. Chambers of Commerce 
4. Board of Education 
1charles B. Righter, "Success in Teaching School Orchestras and 
Bands," (Chicago: P. A. Schmitt Music 'Co., 1945), 18. 
2Robert Williams, "Husic Tn and By Your Tmm, 11 House Beautiful, XCI 
(June, 1949), 32-4 
3zanzig, op . cit., p. 114. 
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$. Band Boosters Club (or like organization) 
6. Industries -- In this case the ~oup may be formed 
entirely from company personnel . 
7. Civic groups -- Rotary Clubs, ·Homen 's 'Clubs, etc. 
Thompson states that Women's Clubs have proved them-
selves very useful in aiding a community music group. 
8. Churches -- An excellent example of a community group 
(choral) connection with churches is to be found in 
Story City, Iowa. "Choral singing fills a definite 
need, for Story City is a church-minded community with 
four activP2congregations in town and several in the community .u 
9. Local Government -- Local government subsidies are 
rare. Tndianapolis, Indiana is one of the fe>v cities 
which does subsidize a community music group (symphonic 
orchestra). The money is obtained partially through 
taxes. Town bands are the groups most subsidized. 
10. State Government -- There are no up-to-date statistics 
on this. However, Zanzig reported in 1932 that a minority 
of states have some kind of fund set aside for communit,y 
music groups. Oftentimes the laws state specifically that 
the group be a town band in order to receive aid. Also, 
provisions for community music groups are often found 
under laws concerning recreation, public welfare, parks 
and publicity bureaus. 
11. Community :Chest 
12. Foundations 
Summary of Review of Literature 
I 
Each article , reviewed for the purpose of this study, offered useful ' 
information. However, no writer fulfilled the purpose of this study chiefly 
because of two reasons ; 
1. Few articles dealt with the organization, development and 
~obert McKellar, ":t-1idland Hakes Own }1usic, 11 Music Journal, IX 
(Januar,r~ 1951), 42. 
211 School for Town Living," Recreation, X..'UIX (October, 1945). 
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management of all~ of community music groups. Of the few that did, 
none used scientific or scholarly procedures. 
2. No article dealt with the bulk of the community music groups in 
, the Greater Boston area. 
Method of Approach 
The current practices in the organization, development,and manage-
ment of existing c01mnuni ty music groups in the Greater Boston area are sur-
veyed in this study by means of a questionnaire .sent t o representatives of 
all known groups in the area. The data resulting from the responses of 
these groups provides a basis for such conclusions and r ecommendations as 
can reasonably be drawn regarding their practices. The questionnaire and 
the method of l ocating and contacting these groups is discussed below. 
The Questionnaire 
Suggestions by informed persons, music educators, and a graduate 
music education seminar group assisted the writer in setting up the follow-
ing general outline for the questionnaire. 
T. General information (This asked primarily for routine 
items such as name, location, etc.) 
I I . Membership and personnel 
III. Organization 
I V. Performances 
V. Programs 
VI • Rehearsals 
VII. Financial Support 
VIII. History 
10 
' 
Inducements to Respond. The questionnaire has been limited to two pages so 
that its brevity would encourage the groups' representatives to respond. 
Also, t he person was invited to receive a copy of the summary of the finding,s
1 
of the study if he so wished. 
Individual Questions. All questions were studied carefully for their 
clarity , importance, and purpose. Some questions were eliminated altogether 
if it was felt that they would be embarrassing. (A copy of the questionnaire 
and the accompanying l etter may be found i n the appendix.) 
Locating the Groups 
Community music groups in the Grea t er Boston area have been located 
by four methods : (a) through conversation with musicians ; (b) through 
previous knowledge of musical groups in the area, (c) through scanning of 
newspaper theatre , music, and cultural sections, and (d) through conversa-
tion or mail contact wi th music supervisors . 
First Step. The first step was to send letters with attached form and 
enclosed stamped and self-addressed envelope to all musi c supervisors of the 
major towns and cities in the desi gnated ·area. 
This was done early in November, as it was thought that the compara-
tive lack of pressure on the school supervisors for the usual Christmas 
performances would encourage the supervisors to respond. (A copy of the 
' letter and attached form may be found in the appendix .) 
Second Step. Through these methods the writer has been informed with 
various degrees of accuracy of some seventy-three community music groups. 
The figure is uncertain, for i n some cases wrong or no addresses were given, 
and in other cases the follow-up procedures gave reason to doubt the exis-
tence of the groups. 
11 
Contacting the Groups 
The same procedure used in contacting supervisors concerning the 
location of these groups has been also employed in contacting the va~ious 
groups. An explanatory letter was sent with the questionnaire and with an 
enclosed stamped and self-addressed envelope. Personal interviewing and 
t elephoning followed the letter if the person failed to respond. 
Result. Information has been obtai ned concerning fifty-one of the seventy-
three organizations. Of these fifty-one, thirty-three were contacted by 
means of personal interview or phone calls, and eighteen by mail. 
Of the several types of ~1sical groups which reported, fifteen are 
or chestras; fifteen are mi xed vocal groups; eight are male glee clubs; 
three are female glee clubs; -v,..o are bands; four are drum and bugle corps; 
two are community concert associations ; one is a chamber music group ; and 
one is a music appreciation group. The varied interests and emphases repre-
sented by t hese various groups would appear to cover most phases of com-
munity musical organizations~ 
11 the organizations that responded are listed below in alphabeti~ 
order. 
Town or· City 
1. Arl ington* 
2. Ar l ingt on* 
3. Boston·:~ 
4. Boston* 
5. Boston* 
6. Boston* 
7. Boston* 
8. Brockton 
9. Brockton 
10. Brookline* 
11. Concor d-;(-
12. Dedham 
Name of Group 
Arlington Choral Society 
Philhar monic Society of Arlington 
Cecilia Society 
Chorus Pro Musica 
Civic S,ymphony Orchestra, Inc. 
Handel and Haydn Society 
Metropolitan Singers 
American Legion Glee Club 
Brockton Orchest ral Society 
Jewish Center Glee Club 
Concord Orchestral Group 
Dedham Chamber Music Group 
Type of Group 
Mixed Vocal 
Orchestra 
Mixed Vocal 
Mixed Vocal 
Orchestra 
J.IIixed Vocal 
Nen's Glee Club 
Men's Glee Club 
Orchestra 
Y.fixed Vocal 
Orchestra 
Chamber Music 
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13. Dedham 
14. Dedham 
15. Framingham 
16. Hingham~} 
17 . Hingham~-
. 18. Lexington 
19. Lexington 
20. Lexington 
21. Lynn* 
22. :r-~aldeno~f 
23 . 1-!alden-~ 
24. Malden~~ 
25. Malden* 
26. ?-!alden-!~ 
27 . Med ield* 
28. Melrose 
29. Melrose 
30. Needham 
31. Needham-:~ 
32. Needham~:-
33. Norwood* 
34. Norvmod 
35. Newton 
36. Newton~~ 
3 7. Readin~~ 
3 8. Reading~~ 
39. Somerville;~ 
40 . Stoneha.Ill* 
41. Stoneham 
42. 1-Jaltham 
43. Wal tham~t-
44. l.,Tellesley 
45. Wellesley~:-
46. Westwood 
47 . vli nchester 
48. vJinchester-l~ 
49 • vlo burn* 
50. V.Joburn~~o 
51. Wo burn-lt-
Dedham Community Orchestra 
Dedham Youth Orches tra 
?ramingham Choral Society 
Hi ngham Civic :chorus 
Hingham Civic Orchestra 
Lexington Choral Society 
Lexington Communi t.y Concert Assn. 
Lexington Drum and Bugle Corps 
North Shore Philharmonic 
Halden All Schools Band 
B1nai B1rith Women' s Chorus 
1-1alden Evening School Group 
Malden Schubert Club 
Weltman Conservatory Orchestra 
Medfield Communi~ Orchestra 
Amphion Club 
l1elrose Orchestral Society 
Christ Church Choral Group 
Needham Madrigal Group 
Needham Philharmonic Society 
Nontood-Horfolk County Orchestra 
St. Catherine's Drum and Bugle Corps 
Nel·Iton Communi~ Chorus 
Highland Glee Club 
National Society for the Preservation 
of Barbershop Singing -- Reading 
Chapter 
Readine Symphony Orchestra 
Somerville Recreational Choral Group 
Stoneham Cornmuni ty Concert Group 
St . Patrick's Drum and Bugle Corps 
Waltham Musical Club 
Waltham Women's Club Chorus 
Wellesley Communi~ Chorus 
Wellesley Community Orchestra 
Hestvmod }!usic Appreciation Group 
Immaculate Drum and Bugle Corps 
Mystic Glee Club 
~voburn Choral Society 
1,-.Joburn City Band 
Woburn Kiwanis Glee Club 
Orchestra 
Orchestra 
Mixed Vocal 
Mixed Vocal 
Orchestra 
Mi xed Vocal 
Bugle Corps 
Orchestra 
Band 
Glee Club 
Mi xed Vocal 
Men 1 s Glee Club 
Orchestra 
Orchestra 
Men 1 s Glee Club 
Orchestra 
Glee Club 
lfixed Vocal 
Orchestra 
Orchestra 
Bugle Corps 
Hixed Vocal 
Men's Glee Club 
Men 1 s Glee Club 
Orchestra 
Mixed Vocal 
Bugle Corps 
alee Club 
}fixed Vocal 
Orchestra 
Bugle Corps 
Hen's Glee Club 
Hen 1 s Glee Club 
Band 
Hen 1 s Glee Club 
*Indicates those groups that were contacted by phone or personal 
interview 
Method of Tabulation 
1. The organizati ons of sinular type (e.g., all orchestras ) have 
been grouped together and their responses to each question tabulated. 
13 
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'Deductions and/or conclusi ons are based upon all of the responses to each 
question. 
2. After this the respective deductions and conclusions of all the 
groupings of similar organizations are tabulated together and final deduc-
tions and conclusions made. Recommendations based upon these are presented. 
II 
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CHAPTER II 
TABULJLTION OF Tf ORCHESTRAS 
Fifteen of the fifty-one groups which reported i n the survey are 
orchestras . These are listed bela~·! in alphabetical order, together with 
their respective locations and popula.tions . 
The Orchestras 
Name of Group Location Population 
L Phil armonic Society of Arlington Arlington 40,013 
2 .. Boston Civic Symphony Orchestra Boston 770, 816 
3. Brockton Orchestra Society Brockton 62 :~ 343 
4. Concord Orchestral Group Concord 7,972 
5. Dedham Community Orchestra Dedham 15,508 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra Dedham 15, 508 
7 Hingham Civic Orchestra Hingham 8,003 I o 
8. Medfield Community Orchestra · Medfield 4,384 
9. Melrose Orchestral Society r1elrose 25,333 
10 . Needham Philharmon:i.c Society Needham 3,045 
r. North Shore Ph: ilharmonic Society Lynn 98,123 
12 . 1 orvrood-Norfolk County Orchestra Nor.-.ood 15,383 
13. Reading Symphony Orchestra Reading 10, 866 
ll.~. Wellesley Community Orchestra Wellesley 15,127 
15. Weltman Conservatory Orchestra Malden 58,010 
Method of Tabulation. The orchestras wi 1 be tabulated as folloHs: (1) 
each question vrill be entered as it appeared on the questionnaire together 
v-rith the answers a.nd/or remarks of the individual orchestra representative; 
(2) then each group of answers will be followed by deductions and/or con-
elusions 
An tmcerta i n reply (vague estimate) will be indicated by a dash (-), 
while an unanswered question is signified by a question mark (? • 
Area Served 
"IF THE GROUP SERVES ONLY A SECTI0N OF THE TOvJN OR CITY OR INCLUDES !\ IGH-
BORING TO\\'NS OR CITIES, THF.l-I PLEASE INDICATE THE APPROXTI1ATE POPULATION." 
15 
This question was answered in two ways by most persons: {a) first, 
whether or not the players came only from within the orchestra 1 s locality .J 
and (b) secondly, whe ther or not the orchestra gives performances within its , 
locality only. (~o population figures were given other than the ones listed 
above.) 
(a) Players (b) Performances 
1. Arlington Orchestra Some from outside ? 
2. Boston Civic Orchestra Some from outside Sometimes outside 
3. Brockton Orchestra Some from outside Always within 
4. Concord Orchestra Some from outside 
5. Dedham Orchestra Some from outside Ab1ays within 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra All from within Always within 
7. Hingham Orchestra Some from outside Always within 
8. l-1edfield Orchestra Some from outside Sometimes outside 
9. Helrose Orchestra Some f rom outside Always within 
10. Needham Orchestra Some from outside Some times outside 
11. North Shore Orchestra Some from outside Sometimes outsi de 
12. Norwood-Nor folk Orchestra ? Al 1-1ays within 
13 . P~ading Orchestra Many from outside Always within 
14. Wellesley Orchestra Some from outside Sometimes outside /1 
15. Weltman Orchestra Some from outsi de Sometin(es outside 
Deductions. (a) ]n all cases but one (90%) , some of the performers reside 
outside of the orchestra's locality. However, in most cases, remarks indi-
cated that the number of these were few. 
(b) Seven orchestras ~(54 J ~:) perform within their localities 
only. Six orchestras perform outside of their community but remarks indicate ! 
that this is not common practice. One group give~ no performances . 
Conclusions. In most instances (93%) non-resi dent players perform with 
orchestras, but usually these are fe •v- i n number. Host groups (percentage 
uncertain) perform solely or mostly in their own communities . 
NUmber of Members 
ttUm'i MAJI.Y PFRFORMING ME!-mERS ARE THERE IN THE GROUP?" 
---
-=- ...=:::=::=. =-=--=- - ir 
I 
I 
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1. Arlington Orchestra 50-60 
2. Boston Civic Orchestra 91 
,3. Brockton Orchestra 70 
4. Concord Orchestra 1.5 
5. Dedham Orchestra 32 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra 24 
7. Hingham Orchestra 50 
8. Medfield Orchestra 50 
9. Melrose Orchestra 70 
10. Needham Orchestra 18 
11. North Shore Or chestra 62 
12 . Norwood-Norfolk Orchestra 46 
1.3. Reading Orchestra 60 
14 .. Wellesley Orchestra 68 
I 15. Weltman Orchestra 50-55 
Deductions. The average number of perfornung members for fifteen orchestras 
i s fifty-one. 
Concl usions . This average, together with the fact that only three groups 
number thirty-two players or less, would seem to indicate that most groups 
have enough perfornsrs to provide a fairly complete instrumentation. 
Sex of the Personnel 
11IS THE GROUP CO:HPOSED OF MEN IDMEN OOTH ?11 
Deductions and Conclusions. All orchestras (100%) stated that both men and 
women were in their groups. 
I 
I 
The Dedham Youth Orchestra is composed of young ; 
people only (both boys and girls) - high school pupils and young alumni. 
Conditions of Membership 
"IS THE l1EMBERSHFP IN THE GROUP DEPENDENT ON AUDITIONS 
F~CTORS? (I~~ICATE) 11 
----------------------
1. Ar lington Orchestra 
2. Boston Civi c Orchestra 
3. Brockton Orchestra 
Audi tions 
Auditions 
Auditions 
I NTEREST 
4. Concord Orchestra 
5. Dedham Orchestra 
Auditions and Recommendations 
Auditions 
OTHER 
I 
I 
6. Dedham Youth Orches t ra 
1 7. Hingham Orchestra 
Auditions 
Interest 
' I 
,, 
8. Medfield Orchestra 
9. Melrose Orchestra 
Tnterest 
Audi t i ons 
---~=-===== 
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10. Needham Orchestra 
11~ North Shore Orchestra 
12. Norrrood-Norfolk Orches tra 
13. Reading Orchestra 
lL. ~ ellesley Orchestra 
15. Weltman Orchestra 
. --- -"-===== ---- -::c.==-:=-
Inter est 
Interest 
Interest 
Interest 
Interest 
Auditions 
Deductions and Cone usions. Nine groups (60;:g) hold auditions. One of these 
groups also requires recommendations. Remarks indicate that auditions are 
flexible and depend on (1) whether or not the appli cant performs as wel as 
or bett er than present performers, and (2) ·lhether or not there is a need 
for the type of instrument that the applicant plays. 
Six groups have no reqtrlrements for admission beyond an i nterest to 
join the groupa 
Change in Membership 
11\iH.AT PERCENTAGE OF' CHANGE IN l1ID1BERSFIIP DO YOU USUALLY HAVE FROH YEAR TO 
YEAR?" 
---
1. Arlington Orchestra 
2. Boston Civic Orchestra 
3. Brockton Orchestra 
4. Concord Orchest ra 
5. Dedham O,rchestra 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra 
7. Hingham Orchestra 
B. ~edfie1d Orchestra 
9. Melrose Orchestra 
10 . Needham Orchestra 
11. North Shore Orchestra 
12. Norvrood-Norfo1k Orchestra 
13. Reading Orchestra 
14. Wellesley Orchestra 
15. Weltman Orchestra 
5% 
20-25% 
10-15% 
? 
? 
? 
? 
5% 
5-10% 
10-15% 
10% 
4% 
6% 
15% 
5% 
.Deductions and Conclusions . 'Ihe average percentage of change i n membership 
for eleven groups i s eight per cent . Four gr oups made no comment at all. 
,Remarks indicate that there is considerabl e doubt as t o the accuracy of most 
1of these answers. Consequently, the average should be disr egarded. 
F -- =-=-=-= -- -========---
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Extra I ncentives 
"DO YOU HAVE EXTRA INCENTIVES SUCH AS SOCIALS TRIPS PICNICS OTHER (TNDICATE)_ TO ATTRACT AND HOLD ME:t<IBERSHIP? 11-
1. Arlington Orchestra Occasionally 
2. Boston Civic Orchestra Once a year - Party 
3. Brockton Orchestra Occasionally - Coffee hours 
4. Concord Orchestra 1 
5. Dedham Orchestra Once a year - Party 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra Twice a year - Party, trip 
?. Hingham Orchestra No 
B. Hedfield Orchestra ? 
9. Melrose Orchestra Once a year - Picnic 
10. Needham Orchestra Occasionally 
11. North Shore Orchestra No 
12 . Norwood-Norfolk Orchestra No 
13. Reading Orchestra No 
14. 1-Jellesley Orchestra Occasionally 
15. Weltman Orchestra Once a year - Banquet 
Deductions. Nine groups (69%) have some kind of so cial activities, but 
remarks indicate that they are few in number. Four orchestras have no socia 
activities. Two groups did not ansv1er the question . 
Conclusions . Social activities over and beyond group participation play only 
a minor part in the maintenance of the majority of these orchestras. The 
'intrinsic vrorth of t he nmsic and the satisfaction of group participation and 
learrdng are undoubtedly the prime motivating facto r s. 
Paid Performers 
11DO PAID PERFORHERS PLAY WITH THE GROUP (FOR PURPOSES OF' MUSTCAL BALANCE 
AJ\lD/OR I NSTRUHENTATION) !- YES NO PERCE~lTAGE 11 
1 . Arlington Orchestra Yes 2% 
2. Boston Civic Orchestra Few ? 
3· Brockton Orchestra Rarel y ? 4. Concord Orchestra No 
5. Dedham Orchestra No 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra No 
7. Hingham Orches tra es ? 
8. J .edfi eld Orchestra Few ? 
9. }elrose Orchestra Yes 3% 
10. reedham Orchestra Yes 20% 
II 
I 
II 
-=--=- """f-=- -------
ll. North Shore Orchestra Few ? 
12. Norwood-Norfolk Orchestra No 
13. Reading Orchestra Yes 6% 
14. Wellesley Orchestra Yes 1% 
15. Weltman Orchestra Yes 20% 
I:eductions. Eleven orchestras (73%) said that they used some paid per-
formers, but that in most cases the number was few. Four orchestras said 
t hat they did not use paid performers . Percentages given by the groups are 
rough estimates at best, and consequently, they will be disregarded. 
Conclusions. Though the majority of players in most orchestras are unpaid, 
most orchestras do have a few paid members. 
Election of Officers 
11 DOES 'l'HE GROUP ELECT OFFICERS? YES---N0---11 
1. Arlington Orchestra Yes 
2. Boston Civic Orchestra Yes 
3. Brockton Orchestra Yes 
4. Concord Orchestra No 
5. Dedham Orchestra _Ye s 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra No 
7. Hingham Orchestra Yes 
8. Me dfield Orchestra No 
9. l~ lrose Orchestra Yes 
10. Needham Orchestra Yes 
ll. North Shor e Orchestra Yes 
12. Norwood-Norf olk Orchestra No 
13. Reading Orchestra Yes 
14. Wellesley Orchestra No 
15. W"eltman Orchestra Yes 
Deductions. Ten groups (66%) elect officers. Five groups do not elect 
officers. 
Conclusions. It is encouraging to see that two-thirds of the orchestras 
1 have some degree of self-government. A self-governed group ~dll have a good 
chance for survival even though a key person (e.g., conductor or sponsor) 
may be lost. 
The next two questions will be taken up together as they are closely 
related. 
I 
,, 
II 
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Conductor's Profession 
(A) ttDOES THE CONDUCTOR DEVOTE HIS FULL TINE 1D HUSTC ACTIVITIES? YES 
NO n 
· (B) 11IT SO, IS HE A PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER CRITIC PERFDID1ER COLLEGE 
I 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
?. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
lh. 
15. 
TEACHER . PRIVATE TEACHER OTHER (DmiCATE) ?-11 - I I 
Arlington Orchestra 
Boston Civic Orchestra 
Brockton Orchestra 
Concord Orchestra 
Dedham Orchestra 
Dedham Youth Orchestra 
Hingham Orchestra 
Medfield Orchestra 
Nelrose Orchestra 
Needham Orchestra 
North Shore Orchestra 
Norwood-Norfolk Orchestra 
Reading Orchestra 
Wellesley Orchestra 
Weltman Orchestra 
ill 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
? 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
------ -
I 
College teacher 
Symphony Orchestra member 
Public School }!usic Supervisor II 
Pri vate music teacher, conductor:, 
? 
Private nru.sic teacher, conductor II 
Symphony Orchestra member 11 
Public school music teacher 
Syn1phony Orchestra member 
Music School director 
Deductions. (A) Nine groups (64%) have full-time musicians as conductors . I 
Five groups do not have conductors who are full-time musicians. One group I 
did not ansv.rer the question. l1 
(B) Of those nine who are full -time musicians, two teach in the i1 
.! public schools; three are performers with the Boston Symphony Orchestra; I 
tvm are private teachers and conductors; one is a college teacher; and one I 
, is the director of .a ,· private :music school . 1l 
· Conclusions. The ma jority of the conductors (at least 64%) are well-trained II 
1
musicians. Some or all of the non full-time nru.sician-conductors may also be :, 
'I 
1
well trained, of course. Unfortunately, only 
connected with public school music programs. 
at length in the final chapter. 
two of fourteen conductors are lj 
This factor v1ill be discussed lj 
-=--= =--=- -- -- - - -- - ======== 
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The next two questions 1~11 be treated together as they are closely 
related . 
Appointment of the Conduc t or 
(A) "IS THE CONDUCTOR APPOINTED BY (a) THE HEl-ffiERS (b) REPRESENTATIVES 
(c) A SPONSORING GROUP_ OTHER (INDICATE)?" -
(B) "IS THE USUAL APPOTIJ'IMENT TERH ONE YEAR OR (DmiCATE THE N(J}ffiER) _ 
YEARS, INDEFINITE ?11 
1. Arlington O'rchestra 
2. Boston Civic Orchestra 
3. Brockton Orchestra 
4~ Concord Orchestra 
5. Dedham Orchestra 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra 
7. Hingham Orchestra 
8. Medf ield Orchestra 
9. Melrose Orchestra 
10. Needham Orchestra 
lle North Shore Orchestra 
1 12 .. Norvmod-Norfolk Orchestra 
13 . Reading Orchestra 
14. Wellesley Orchestra 
15. Weltman Orchestra 
Representatives 
Repr esentatives 
Representatives 
Permanent 
Permanent 
Permanent 
Representatives 
Permanent 
Representatives 
Representat ives 
Representatives 
? 
Representatives 
Representatives 
Representatives 
One year 
I ndefinite 
One year 
Indefinite 
Indefinite 
Indefinite 
One year 
I ndefinite 
I ndefinite 
Indefinite 
Tndefini te 
? 
One year 
One year 
Indefinite 
Deductions. (A) Ten groups (74%) have representatives (e.g., Board of 
Directors) appoint their conductors. Four groups do not appoint their con-
I 
ductors . This is because the conductors have organized these groups and 
I 
\I 
I 
·'consequently are on a permanent basis . One group did not answer the questi cn. 
(B) Nine groups (64%) appoint their conductors for an indefinite II 
time. (Remarks indicate that "indefini tely11 meant "permanently11 to most II 
groups.) Five groups elect their conductors on a yearly basis. One group 
did not answer the question. 
Conclusions . Remarks and the above deductions i ndicate that t he conductor:, in 1 
. 'I 
mos t cases, is appointed by representatives of the orchestra and is usually 11 
22 
placed on a permanent basis. 
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The next two questions will be treated together as they are closely 
'related. 
Performances 
(A) 11 H01-J" OFTEN ARE PERF'ORl\fANCES GIVEN (APPOOXIMATE :t-.Tffi1BER PER YEAR)?~ 
(B) "ARE THESE IN THE FALL (F)_ WINTER (W)_ SPRING (SP)_ SUMMER (S)_?" 
ill. (B) 
1. Arlington Orchestra Four F w SP 
2. Boston Civic Orchestra Three F w SP 
3. Brockton Orchestra Three or more F w SP 
4. Concord Orchestra None 
;;. Dedham Orchestra Two ? 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra One SP 
7. Hingham Orchestra Three w SP 
8. Nedfield Orchestra Five F vl SP 
9. Nelrose Orchestra Three w 
10. Needham Orchestra Two to four w SP 
11 .. North Shore Orchestra Three or more F w SP 
12. Norwood-Norfolk Orchestra Five w SP 
13. Reading Orchestra Three w SP 
14. Wellesley Orchestra Three F w SP 
15. Weltman Orchestra Five w SP 
Deductions. (A) The average number of performances for fourteen groups is 
three or more per year. One group {Concord) does not perform publicly as it 
is new and has a small membership. 
(B) Six groups perform in three seasons -- fall, winter and 
spring. Five groups perform in two seasons -- w-rl.nter and spring.. One group 
'performs in the spring and one group in the winter only. No groups perform 
·in the summer. One group did not answer the question and one group does not 
perform publicly .. 
Conclusions. The majority of the groups perform three or more times per 
year during the winter and spring seasons. 
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Audiences 
"HOVl LARGE ARE YOUR AVERAGE SIZE AUDIENCES (APPROXIMATE NUMBER)?" 
---
1. Arlington Orchestra 500 to 600 persons 
2. Boston Civic Orchestra 1200 persons 
J. Brockton Orchestra 500 to 1000 persons 
4. Concord Orchestra None 
5. Dedham Orchestra ? 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra 250 or more persons 
?. Hingham Orchestra 500 persons 
8. Medfield Orchestra 200 to 2)0 persons 
9. Melrose Orchestra 400 to 500 persons 
10. Nee~~am Orchestra 1)0 persons 
11. North Shore Orchestra 800 to 1000 persons 
12. Norwood-Norfolk Orchestra 500 persons 
13 . Reading Orchestra 200 to 300 persons 
lh. Wellesley Orchestra 500 persons 
15. i Tel tman Orchestra 400 persons 
Deductions ~ and Conclusions. The average number of audience members for 
thirteen orchestras i s 510. One group does not perform and one group is 
unrecorded . 
Remarks indicate that the better the performing ability, the larger 
the audience. (The Boston 'Civic Symphony has a very high standard musically 
and consequently a very large audience.) 
Guest Sol oists 
IIHQIV OFTEN DO YOU HAVE GUEST SOLOIS'IS ASSIST AT OJNCERTS (PERCENTAGE 
ANNUALLY)?" 
- ---
1. Arlington Orchestra 
2. Boston Civic Orchestra 
3. Brockton Orchestra 
4. Concord Orchestra 
5. Dedham Orchestra 
6. Dedham Youth Or chestra 
7. Hingham Orchestra 
8. Medfield Orchestra 
9. Melrose Orchestra 
10. Needham Orchestra 
11. North Shore Orchestra 
12. Norwood-Norfolk Orchestra 
A.lt~ays 
Always 
Usually - 66~~ 
At least one -
Always 
One third - 33% 
Usually 
A brays 
Usually 
Always 
? 
33% 
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13. Reading Orchestra 
14. Wellesley Orchestra 
15. Weltman Orchestra 
Usually 
One third - 33% 
Always 
Deductions . Six groups use guest soloists at all performances. Four groups ' 
usually have guest soloists . TWo groups have guest soloists one third of 
the time . One group said "at least one-third of the t ime . 11 Only t hree 
groups gave percentages so no average can be compiled . One group does not 
perform, and one group did not answer the question. 
Conclusions. Of thirteen orchestras answering this question all (100%) s aid 
that they use guest soloists a t some time and t he majority (77%) use guest 
soloists most if not all of the time. 
Programs 
"ARE PROGRAI1 Nm'ffiERS SELECTED BY (a) THE OJNDUC'IDR (b) A C01·1HI TTEE 
(c BOTH OTHER (INDICATE) ? 11 
- ---
1 . Arli ngton Orchestra Conductor and Col'TIMi t tee (both) 
2. Bos ton Civic Orchestra Conductor 
3. Brockton Orchestra Both 
4. Concord Orchestra Both 
5. Dedham Orchestra Conductor 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra Conductor 
?. Hingham Orchestra Bo·th 
8. Medfield Or chestra Both 
9. Melrose Orchestra Conductor 
10. Needham Orchestra Conduct or and suggestions 
11. North Shore Orchestra Conductor 
12. Norwood- Norfolk Orchestra Conductor 
13. Reading Orchestra Conductor 
14 . Wellesley Orchestra Conductor 
15. eltman Orchestra Conductor 
Deductions and Conclusions. ine orchestras (60%J said that their conduc-
tors only select the program numbers. Remarks indicate t hat conductors felt 
that this responsibility should be left enti ely in their hands. Five 
groups said that both conductor and comrdttee together select the program 
numbers. 
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1'he next two questi ons vdll be treated together as they are closely 
related. 
Re l ationship to the Public Schools 
(A) "ID YOU GIVE SPECIAL PROGRi-~oMS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL PUPILS? YES NO 
(B) "JX) YOU OFFER SPECIAL LOW PRICE ADMISSIONS FOR SCHOOL PUPILS AT 
REGULl-~oH CONCERTS? YES NO 11 
(A) (B) 
l. Arlington Orchestra Sometimes No 
2. Boston Civic Orchestra No Yes 
3. Brockton Orchestra No Yes 
4. Concord Orchestra 
5. Dedham Orchestra Yes No 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra No ? 
7. Hingham Orchestra No Yes 
8. N~dfield Orchestra Sometimes (l) No 
9. Melrose Orchestra No Sometimes 
10. Nee~ham Orchestra No Yes 
11. North Shore Orchestra No Yes 
12. Norvmod-Norfolk Orchestra No No 
13. Reading Orchestra No Yes 
14. Wellesley Orchestra Yes No 
15. Weltman Orchestra No No (free 
admissions) 
Deductions. (A) Eleven groups (79%) do not give special programs for pub-
lie school pupils. 1wo groups do give performances for school pupils but 
were not specific as to the number yearly. Two groups said that they performed 
"sometimes11 for school pupils but stated that this was not done regularly. 
One group does not perform. 
(B) Seven groups (50%) offer no special low-price admission 
tickets for public school students. Seven groups do offer low-price admis-
sion tickets f or school pupils. One group does not perform public~. 
Conclusions. All but three groups offer either special programs or low-
price admissions to public school pupils . One group has free admissions. 
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As this is not the strongest possible method of encouraging interest, it 
would seem t hat most groups are failing to appeal to the high school 
pupil in a significant w~. 
No programs were received, but the remarks indicate that the 
majority of ·tihe orchestras do well-known vmrks and music generally of 
high qualit y. 
The next two questions wvill be treated together as they are closely 
related. 
Rehearsals 
(A) "HOW OFTEN DO YOU HOLD FULL REHEARSALS (NUMBER PER MONTH)? 
--SECTIONAL REHEARSALS?" 
(B) "V'f.H.IiT IS THE AVERAGE IENG'l'H OF THESE FULL SECTIONAL?11 
(A) (B) 
1. Arlington Orchestra Weekly - As Needed 2 17'2hours 
2. Boston Civic Orchestra Weekly- As Needed 3 hours 
3. Brockton Orchestra Weekly - As Needed 2 hours 
4. Concord Orchestra Weekly - As Needed 2 hours 
5. Dedham Orchestra Weekly - As Needed 2 or more hours 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra Weekly - As Needed 1 3/4 hours 
7. Hingham Orchestra Weekly -As Needed 2 1/4 h :-Jurs 
8. Medfield Orchestra Weekly - As Needed 2 hours 
9. Melrose Orchestra Yfeekly -As Needed 2 hours 
10. Needham Orchestra Weekly - As Needed 2 hours 
11. North Shore Orchestra Weekly -As Needed 3 hours 
1 2. Norw-ood-Norfolk Orchestra Weekly - As Needed 2 hours 
13. Reading Orchestra Yieekly - As Needed 2 1/2 hours 
14. Wellesley Orchestra Weekly - As Needed 3 hours 
15. Weltman Orchestra Weekly -As Needed 2 hours 
Deductions and Conclusions. All orchestras hold their rehearsals weekly 
and their sectional rehearsals as needed. The average rehearsal time is 
slightly over t wo hours and fifteen minutes. 
The next three questions ·will be treated together as they are 
closely related. 
- --==~=-= 
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The rTord "sponsors" in question (A) appli es to sponsorship or pat-
ronage by i ndividuals. Questions (B) and (C) treat sponsorship qy a group 
or groups . 
Financial Support 
(A) "IS YOUR INCGr1E DERIVED FROH DUES ADMISSIONS CONTRIBUTIONS OR 
GIFTS COI.J...ECTIONS AT CONCERTS SPONSORS OTHER (INDICATE ? 
IF }10RE THAN ONE OF THE ABOVE IS""'"ffiECKED PLEASE STATE THE APPROXTI1ATE 
PERCENTAGE OF EACH. 11 
(B) "ARE YOU SPONSORED BY AN ORGA}TZA'I'ION? YES NO II 
(C) "IS IT A CHAI'tBER OF COMMERCE AN ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAN CHU CH 
LOCAL C.QVERNJI1ENT (eege, RECREATION DEPARTMENT) A SERVIcEGROUP (SUCH 
AS FO TARY OR KHJANIS, ETC.)_ PRIVATE CLUB_ OTHER (INDICA'IE) ?_" __ 
s.& 
1. Arlington Orchestra 
2. Boston Civic Orches t ra 
Dues, Admissions, Individual patrons 
Acln1.issions, I ndividual patr ons, Ads 
Admissions , Gifts 3. Brockton Orchestra 
4. Concord Orchestra 
5. Dedham Orchestra 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra 
Dues, Admissi ons, Indi vi. dual patrons 
Dues, Admissions 
7. Hingham Orchestra 
8 ~ ~edfield Orchestra 
9. Melrose Orches t ra 
10 .. Needham Orchestra 
Admissions 
Admissions , I ndi vidual patrons, Benef actor 
Admissions 
11. North Shore Orchestra 
Dues , Individual patrons 
Admissions, Individual patrons 
? 12. Norwood-Norfolk Orchestra 
13. Reading Orchestra 
14. Wellesley Orchestra 
15. Weltman Orchestra 
ill 
1 . No 
2. No 
3. No 
4. No 
5. Yes 
6. Yes 
7· No 
8. No 
9. es 
10. No 
11. Yes 
12. No 
Admissions, Individual patrons 
Dues , Admissions, Individual patrons, Gifts 
Coll ections, Gifts 
Parent-Teachers Association, Community Fund 
Conmrunity Association 
Recreation Department, ~vomen 1 s 
(For special concert only) 
Recreation Department 
(For special concert only) 
Club 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
:r 
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13. Yes 
14. Yes 
15. No 
Recreation Department 
Music School 
Deductions. All orchestras but one have more than one source of support. 
These sources are listed below. (Percentages vdll be discounted, for few 
were stated. ) 
(A ) Eleven orchestras (85% ) charge admission. Ei ght groups (61%) 
have individual patronage. Five orchestras have dues. Three groups have 
gifts and three grou-ps have ads, collections, and one private benefactor, 
respectively. One group has no income, as it does not perform publicly. 
(B) Nine orchestras (60% ) have no outside group sponsorship for 
regular concerts. Two of these orchestras have group sponsorships for 
special concerts. Six orchestras (40%) are sponsored by outside groups 
during the regular season. Tw"o of these are sponsored by t wo groups each. 
(C) TI1ree of these group-sponsored orchestras are sponsored by local 
Recreation Departments. 'l'his sponsorship is primarily the loan of rehearsal 
halls, chairs, lights, etc. Tvoro orchestras are sponsored by a community 
fund and community association, respectively. Three orchestras are span-
sored respectively by a Parent-Teachers Association, a private music school, 
and a woman's club. Almost a ll of the orchestras that have g roup sponsor-
ship a lso charge admission and have individual patronage . Remar ks indicate 
t hat these means of obtaining finances are necessary, for group sponsor-
ship in most or all case s is but a minor source of support. 
I 
II 
II I 
I 
Conclusions. The chief sources of income for a large majority of orchestras 
I 
(9 2% ) are admissions and/or individual patronage. Most groups stated that 
dues are a minor source of income. This indi cates that the majority of 
orchestras are chiefly self-sufficient or self-sponsored. 
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History 
"HOTrl HANY YEARS HAS THE CROUP BEEN ACTIVELY riN EXISTENCE?" 
1. Arlington Orchestra 
2. Boston Civic Orchestra 
3. Brockton Orchestra 
4. Concord Orchestra 
5. Dedham Orchestra 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra 
7. Hingham. Orchestra 
B. l4edfield Orchestra 
9. Mel rose Orchestra 
10. Needham Orchestra 
11. North Shore Orchestra 
12. Norwood-Norfolk Orchestra 
13. Reading Orchestra 
1 • Wellesley Orchestra 
15. Weltman Orchestra 
I 
20 years 
27 y~ars 
5 yJars 
2 years 
1 year 
2 Yfllars 
8 years 
6 years 
35 y~ars 
6 tO 10 years 
8 years 
8 years 
20 years 
4 years 
I 37 years 
. I 
---
Deductions . The average number of years these groups have been actively in 
existence is about thirteen . 
Conclusions. The high figures of five orch~stras are responsible f or the 
I ' 
average. The majority of these orchestras have been opera:t:tn:g•i.for eight years 
or less .. 
I Original Purpose 
I 
"HAS THE ORIGINAL PURPOSE IN OR.GANIZING THEl GROUP THE SAME AS ITS PRESENT 
PURPOSE? YES NO IF NOT, PLEASE COMHENT BRIEFLY ON THE REASONS FOR THE 
CHANGE. II 
Deduction. I In all cases (100%) the answer was that the purpo se has remained 
I 
the same throughout the orchestra's existence. 
I 
Conclusion. The deduction may well indica~e that beginning orchestral groups 
have their full development in mind fromth~ very first. 
I 
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Original Organizer 
"WAS THE GROUP ORIGI NAlLY ORGANIZED BY: 
a • 'IH E OJ NDUC 'ID R 
b. FORMER CONDUC'IDR 
c . A SR)NSORTNG GIDUP-
d. SOME INTERESTED PERFOmffiRS 
e . OTHERS (INDICATE) - " 
1. Arlington Orchestra 
2. Boston Civic Orchestra 
3. Brockton Orchestra 
4. Concord rchestra 
5. Dedham Orchestra 
6. Dedham Youth Orchestra 
7. Hingham Orchestra 
8. Hedfield Orchestra 
9. Melrose Orchestra 
10. eedham Orchestra 
11. North Shore Orchestra 
12. Nonrood-Y..rorfolk Orchestra 
13. Reading Orchestra 
14. Wellesley Orchestra 
15. Weltman Orchestra 
Former Conductor 
Former Conductor 
Conductor and interested _persons -
Present Conductor 
Present Conductor 
Present Conductor 
Interested persons 
Present Conductor 
Former Conductor 
? 
Interested persons 
Conduc tor and interested persons 
A former conductor 
Interested persons, Recreation Deparbrent 
Former Conductor 
Deductions. Five orchestras were started by former conductors . Four orches-
tras were begun by their present conductors. Two orchestras were begun by 
their present conductors and i nterested persons . Three groups were begun by 
interes ed persons. One group Qid not answer. 
Cone usions . It is significant that nine of fourteen orchestras (64%) were 
organized b.f their first conductors. In two other cases the conductor was a 
leading figure in starting the groups. This f actor vTill be discussed fully 
in the last chapter . 
Significant Factors 
rtiN THE FOLLOWING SPACE PLEASE STATE ANY SIGNIFICANT FACTORS IN 'IHE DEVELOP-
HENT OF YOUR GROUP '!HAT YOU FEEl. WOULD BE OF' INTEREST." 
Hany persons did not answer this question, and of t hose who did, most 
stat.ed the purpose or aims of their group. The following remarks were made : 
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Enjoyment of good music. 
The promotion of music in the school. 
'I'he raising of money for a music scholarship. 
The opportunity for self-expression. 
The opportunity for adult recreation. 
The opportunity to practice civic responsibility. 
Deductions and Conclusions. This question purposely allowed much room for 
general statements and unfortunately the statements were not particularly 
enlightening. The majority of the groups evidently thought that their 
purposes were significant factors in the groups' growth. Few groups 
mentioned any specific development plans for strengthening their organiza-
'tions. Only one group stated any kind of special arrangement to induce 
the musically talented school pupils to join the community organizations. 
SUMMA.RY 
Fifteen orchestras are represented in this survey. 
Ninety-three per cent of these orchestras have a few players who 
come from outside of the orchestras' localities. Most of the orchestras' 
I 
performers are within their own localities. 
All of the orchestras consist of both men and women. 
The orchestras average fifty-one playing members. 
Sixty per cent of thegroups hold auditions. In most cases audition 
requirements are flexible. 
No accurate estimate of the average change in membership can be 
'given. 
Sixty-nine per cent of the orchestras offer a few extra incentives 
1to their performers beyond group playing. In most cases these incentives 
! 
are not vital for the groups' maintenance. 
-------
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Seventy-three per cent of the orchestrase use a few paid members 
for the purpose of achieving instrumental balance. 
Sixty-six per cent of the groups elect officers to represent them. 
Sixty-four per cent of the groups have conductors who are full-time 
(thus well-trained) musicians. 
Seventy-four per cent of the orchestras have their representatives 
elect their conductors. Sixty-four per cent of the conductors are elected on 
a more or less permanent basis. 
The average number of performances for the orchestras is three or 
more per year. All of the orchestras perform in the winter and spring 
seasons 1v.ith some also performing in the fall. 
The average number of audience members is 510. 
All of the orchestras use guest soloists at some time. Seventy-
seven per cent use guest soloists most if not all of the time. 
In sixty per cent of the cases the conductor selects the program. 
All but three groups offer special programs or low-price tickets 
to attract public school pupils. 
All orchestra s hold weekly rehearsals and sectional rehearsals as 
needed. The average rehearsal time is slight~ over two hours and fifteen 
minutes. 
All orchestras but one have more than one source of support. The 
chief sources of income for ninety-two pe r cent of the groups are admissions 
and/or individual patronage. 
The orchestras average thirteen years in existence. Ten orchestras, 
however, have existed considerably less t]:l..an this. 
The purposes of all orchestras have remained the same. 
~-=====--=== -==-=---=--
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s·xty-four per cent of the groups were organized by their first con-
ductors ~ 
Remarks concerning the development of the group stressed purposes 
on y, and were not particularly significant. 
II 
CHAPTER III 
TABULATION OF Ttffi MIXED CHORAL GROUPS 
Of the fifty- one musi~al organizations which reported in the survey 
fi teen are mixed choral groups. These are listed below in alphabetical 
order, together t,Jith their respective locations a.nd populations . 
Name of Group 
1. Arlington Choral Societ y 
2. Cecilia Society 
3. Chorus Pro Musica 
4. Framingham Choral Society 
5. Handel and Haydn Society 
6. HiP.gham Civi c Chorus 
7. Jewish Communi ty Center Glee Club 
8. Lexington Choral Society 
98 Malden Evening School Musical Group 
10. Needham Madrigal Group 
11. Newton Community Chorus 
12. Samervi le Recreational Choral Group 
13. l•laltham Husi cal Groun 
14. Wellesley Community Chorus 
15. Woburn Choral Society 
Location 
Arlington 
Boston 
Boston 
Framingham 
Boston 
Hingham 
Brookline 
Lexington 
Malden 
Needham 
Newton 
Somerville 
· Waltham 
Wellesley 
\•To bum 
Population 
40,013 
770,816 
770, 816 
23 ,214 
770,816 
8,003 
49,786 
13,187 
58 , 010 
3,045 
69,873 
102,177 
40,020 
15,127 
19,751 
Method of Tabulation. Treatment of t he above groupswill be the same as 
II 
I 
with the orchestras. That is , all responses to each question will be listed.
1
1 
Then deductions and conclusions based upon the data ~Jill be presented . t 
An uncertain reply is signified by a question mark (?), while an 
unanswered question will be indicated by a dash (-). 
Area Served 
11 IF THE GROUP SERVES ONLY A SECTION OF THE TO\-TN OR CITY OR INCLUDES NEIGH-
, BORHD TQ1.;JNS OR CITIES, THEN PLEASE INDICATE ·rHE APPROXIMATE POPULATION . 11 
II 
1 
II 
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This question was answered in two T~ys by most persons: (a) first, 
whether or not the singers come from 1·rithin the group's locality only and 
(b) secondly, -vrhether or not t e group gives performances vJi t hin its l oca-
lity on y. ( Jo populati on f igures were given other than the ones already 
l isted.) 
1. Arlington Choral Group 
2. ecJ. ~a oc · ety 
3. Chor us Pro Musica 
4. Fra"ling am Choral Group 
5. Handel and Haydn Society 
6. Hingham Civic Societ:,r 
7 •• Je1·1ish Glee Club (Brookline ) 
8. exington Choral Group 
9. Malden Eveni ng Group 
10. Needham Madrigal Group 
11 . Newton Community Chorus 
12. Somerville Choral Gro"J.p 
13. T a tham Mus ica Group 
14. ~.Jellesley Chorus 
5. \Joburn Choral Group 
(a ) Singers 
Some from outside 
orne from outside 
Some from outside 
Some from outside 
Some from outside 
Some from outside 
Some from outside 
Some from outside 
Some from outside 
Some from outside 
Some from outside 
All from 1-1ithin 
Some from outside 
Some from outside 
A l from T,;i thin 
(b) Performances 
Sometimes outside 
Many t imes outside 
Always within 
SometLmes outside 
Always within 
Always -vli thin 
? 
? 
{No performances) 
Many times outside 
? 
? 
? 
? 
Always vri thin 
De uct ions . (a) In thirteen cases (87%') some singers come from outside 
the group's locality. Most persons stated t at these singers come rom 
adjacent areas and that their number was few. 
(b) Six groups (Jl!.O%) gave uncertain replies as to -vrhether or 
not they performed outside of their own l ocalit ies. Four groups stated 
that t hey did perform outside of their localities . (T't-TO of these groups 
have taken European tours . ) Four groups stated t hat they did not perform 
outside of thei r own communities . Two groups stated t hat performances 
outsi de of t heir localities '..rere unusual. One group gives no publ ic per-
formance. 
Conclusions . In most cases (87%) the membership is augmented by a few 
si nger s from adj acent coJ:IUllunities. The majority of groups (per cent 
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uncertain) perform in their own cormnunities only. 
Number of Members 
"HaL-l HANY PERFORMING MEMBERS ARE THERE IN THE GROUP?" 
1. Arlington Choral Group 
2. Cecilia Society 
3. Chorus Pro Musica 
4. Framingham Choral Group 
5. Handel and Haydn Society 
6e Hingham Civic Chorus 
7. Jewish Glee Club (Brookline) 
8. Lexington Choral Group 
9. Malden Evening Group 
10 .. J ,edham Madrigal Group 
11 . Netvton Community Chorus 
12. Somerville Choral Group 
13. Waltham Musical Group 
14. ';J'ellesley Chorus 
15. Woburn Choral Group 
80-125 
80 
100 
150 
200 
40-65 
35 
85 
25-3 
24 
90 
? 
16 
50-60 
15 
e uction and Conclusion. The average number of performing members for 
f ourteen mixed vocal groups is seventy-fa~. 
Membership Requirements 
" I , MEMBERSHIP IN THE GROUP DEPENDENT ON AUDITIONS 
FACTORS? (I IC TE)" 
INTEREST 
--------------------------------
1. Arlinston Choral Group Interest 
2. Cecilia Society Auditions (rigid) 
3. Ghorus Pro Musica Auditions (fai rly hard) 
4. Framingr~ Choral Group Interest 
5. Handel and Haydn Society Auditions (fairly easy 
6. Hingham Civic Chorus Interest 
7. Je1f.lsh Glee Club (Brookline) . Interest 
8. Lexington Choral Group Auditi ons (easy) 
9. Malden Evening Group Interest 
10. eedham Madrigal Group Auditions (fairly hard) 
11. Newton Cormnunity Chorus Interest 
12. Somerville Choral Group Auditions (easy) 
13. Waltham Musical Group Auditions (easy) 
14. Wellesley Chorus Interest 
15. Woburn Choral Group Interest 
arHER 
Deductions. Eight groups have no requirements for membership beyond an 
interest to join. Seven groups hold auditions for new members . Four of 
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these seven groups, ho~reyer, ask for only a minimum of musical ability. 
si ons . Twelve groups (80%) require only interest and/or a small 
..:...;;.;..;.::...:...;__;;.......;;_ 
amount of musical ability for membership. Remarks indicate that three 
groups perform music whj_ch is quite difficult and consequently have auditions 
which are quite rigid. 
Change in Membership 
"WHAT PERCENTAGE OF CHANGE IN MEMBERSHIP DO YOU USUALLY HAVE FRO:H ONE YEAR 
TO 'rHE NEXT?" 
------
1. Arlington Choral Group 10% 
2. Cecilia Society 10% 
3. Chorus Pro Musica ? 
4 . Framingham Choral Group 20-2.5'% 
5. Handel and Haydn Society .5'-10% 
6. Hingham Civic Chorus ? 
7. Jewi sh Glee Club (Brookline 40% 
B. Lexington Choral Group 30-.5'0% 
9. Malden Evening Group ? 
10. eedham }iadrigal Group 5% 
11. Newton Community Chorus 20% 
12. Somerville Choral Group 10% 
13. Waltham Musical Group 10% 
1 • Wellesley Chorus 25% 
15. Woburn Choral Group ? 
Deduction and Conclusion. Eleven groups stated the percentages of yearly 
change in membership. The average percentage of these is e~g· h ~tee-n . Hany 
groups stated that their given percentage was little more t han a r ough guess ; 
in fact, the four remaining groups were too uncertain to gtve any figures. 
Consequently, the average is not r eliable. 
Extra Incentives 
"DO YOU HAVE EXTRA INCEN'riVES SUCH .AS SOCIA S TRIPS 
(riDICATE)_ TO ATTRACT A JD HOLD MEMBERSHIP?" 
1. Arl tngton Chora Group 
2. Cecilia Society 
3. Chorus Pro Musi ca 
Socials (few) 
Trips (many) 
None of any kind 
PICNICS <YI'HER 
1\ 
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4. Framingham Choral Group Socials and trips 
5 .. Handel and Haydn Society None of any kind 
6. Hingham Civic Chorus None of any kind 
7. Jewish Glee Club (Brookline) Socials I 8. Lexington Choral Group None of any kind I 
9 .. Malden Evening Group None of any kind 
10 .. Needham Madrigal Group None of any kind 
n. Newton Community Chorus None of any kind 
12. Somerville Choral Group Socials (fel-T) 
13. Waltham Musical Group Socials (few) 
14. Wellesley Chorus Socj.als 
15. Woburn Choral Group Socials (few) 
Deductions. Eight groups (53%) offer some extra incentives to attract and 
hold their singers. Six of these hold informal social gatherings now and 
then with perhaps an annual banquet . Two groups take extensive trips 
annually. 
Seven groups offer no incentives beyond. the intrinsic appeal of t he 
music and group participation. 
Conclusions. The groups are about evenly divided as to whether or not they 
offer extra incentives to the performers . A majority (87%) offer none or 
very few extra incentives . Consequently, it seems that most groups consider 
extra incentives as not vital for attracting and holding their members . 
Paid Performers 
11 DO PAID IERFOR1-1ERS SING ~VITH THE GROUP (FOR PURPOSES OF MUSICAL BALANCE)? 
YES NO PERCENTAGE " 
Deduction and Conclusion. All fifteen ~roups (100%) stated that they do not : 
•use paid performers. 
I 
Election of Officers 
•I j"DOES ·rHE GROUP ELECT OFFICER..S? 
I . 
1. Ar lington Choral Group 
2. Ceci'lia Society 
3. Chorus Pro Musica 
YES NO 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
n· 
_ __:;:;-;__~-- ---
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4. Framingham Choral Group Yes 
5. Handel and Haydn Society No 
6. Hingham Civic Chorus Yes 
7. Jewish Glee Club (Brookline ) No 
8. Lexington Choral Group Yes 
9. Mal den Evening Group Yes 
10. Needham Madrigal Group No 
11. Newton Community Chorus Yes 
12. Somerville Choral Group Yes 
13. Waltham Husical Group Yes 
14. Wellesley Chorus Yes 
15. Woburn Choral Group Yes 
Deduction. Eleven groups ( 73~ elect officers. Four groups do not elect 
of ficers . 
Conclusion . As most groups (7B%) elect officers to represent them, it is 
evident that most groups are self-governing to some degree. 
The next two questions will be treated together as they are closely 
related. 
Conductor 1 s Profession 11 
(A) "DOEEl THE CONDUCTOR DEVOTE HIS FULL TIME TO MUSIC ACTIVITIEEl? YES 
NO " 
(B) "IF SO, IS HE A PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER CRITIC PERFORMER 
TEACHER PRIVATE TEACHF.R OTHER ( lliDICATE )"-
COLLEGE 
1 . Arlington Choral Group 
2. Cecilia Society 
3. Chorus Pro Musica 
4. Framingham Choral Group 
5. Handel an Haydn Society 
6. Hingham Civic Chorus 
7. Jewish Glee Club ( Brookline ) 
8. Lexington Choral Group 
9. Malden Eveninz Group 
10. eedham Madrigal Group 
11. Newton Community Chorus 
12. Somer1rille Choral Group 
13. Waltham 1>1usical Group 
14. Well esley Chorus 
15. lifo burn Choral Group 
----------------
Yes College 1usic Teacher 
Yes Symphony Orchestra Member 
Yes Private Music Teacher 
Yes College Music Teacher 
Yes College Music Teacher 
? 
Yes College Music Teacher 
Yes College Music Teacher 
Yes Public School Music Supervisor 
Ye s Private Music Teacher 
Yes Public School Music Teacher 
Yes Public S~hool Music Supervisor 
Yes College f'lusic Professor 
Yes Public School :Husi c Supervisor 
Yes Graduat e Music Student 
l) 
II 
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Deductions . (A) All responses (100%) shmv that all conductors devote their 
full time t o music activities. One group did not; answer the question . 
(B) Eleven (7S%) of these fourteen conductors are associated 
with educational inst,ituti ons. 
Conclusions. As all conductors are full-time musicians, it can be assumed 
that all are well trained. Consequently, generally speaking, the groups are 
receiving capable leadership. 
The majority of the conductors are associated with educational in.sti-
' 
tuttons. This could indicate that there i s a close relationship between the ' 
educational ins-titution and t he corrrrnunity group. A later question explores 
this possibility (see rublic School Relationship). 
The next two questions will be treated together as they are closely 
related .. 
Appointment of the Conductor 
(A) 11 IS THE CONDUCTOR APPOINTED BY THE MEr1BERS REPRESENTATIVES 
A SPONSORING GROUP OTHER ( INDICATE) ?11 
----------------
(B) 11 IS THE USUAL APPOINTMENT TEffi.lf ONE YEAR 
YEARS? INDEFINITE? ft 
OR (INDICATE THE NL1J.1BER)_ I 
1. Arlington Choral Group 
2. Cecilia Society 
3. Chorus Pro Musica 
4. Framingham Choral Group 
5. Handel and Haydn Society 
6. Bingham Civic Chorus 
7. Jewish Glee Club (Brookline 
8. Lexington Choral Group 
9. Malden Evening Group 
10. Needham Madrigal Group 
11. Ne~~on Community Chorus 
12. Somerville Choral Group 
13. Waltham Husical Group 
14. Wellesley Chorus 
15. Woburn Choral Group 
Representatives 
Representat i ves 
Not appointed 
Representat i ves 
RepresentatiYes 
? 
Sponsortnr, group 
Representatives 
Sponsoring group 
Not appoint ed 
Representati ves 
Sponsori ng group 
Sponsori ng group 
Member s 
Not appointed 
I 
ii& I 
One Year 
Pernanent 
One Year 
One Year 
One Year 
Each Concert 
Indefinite 
One Year 
One Year 
Permanent 
Indefinite 
Indefinite 
Each Concert 
One Year 
Permanent 
I 
I 
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Deducti ons. (A) Six groups have t heir representatives ( Board of Directors) 
' appoint their conductors . In three cases the sponsor ing group selects their 
con uctors . In three cases there is no appointment made as the respective 
conductors of these groups have organized t em and consequently are on a 
perManent asis& In one caseJ the group as a whole appoints the conductor . 
One response was uncertain as to hmf the conductor is selected. 
(B) Seven conductors are appointed on a yearly basis. Three 
conductors are hire on an indefinite basis and t hree are on a permanent 
basis . In two cases the conductors arA appointed for each concert . 
Conclusions. (A) In the ten cases in -v1hich appoir_tments :were made , the 
appointwent of the conductor qy representatives (e.g., Board of Directors) 
was most common. 
(B) The number of instances of those who appointed their con-
ductors on a yearly basis and those whose conductors were on an indefinite 
or permanent basis were almost equal . emarks indicate that if a conductor 
proved satisfactory f or a year or two he was regarded as being on a more or 
less permanent basis though he might forMally have to be appojnted each year . 
(Percentages are disregarded as they are not significant. ) 
The next two questions will be treated together as they are closely 
related. 
Performances 
(A) "HCM OFTEN ARB PERFORMANCES rJIVEN (APPHOXTI4A'rE NUMBER PER YEAR) ?11 
----
(B) 11 ARE THE.~ I THE FALL (F)_ 1.JIN'fER ( )_ SPRING (SP)_ SUNMER (s, ?11 
l. Arlington Choral Group 
2. Cecilia Society 
3. Chorus Pro Musica 
Uncertain 
2 or more 
4 
w 
F W Sp 
F \.J Sp 
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4. Framingham Choral Group 3 W Sp 
5. Handel and Haydn Society 3 or 4 F W Sp 
6. Hingham Civil Chorus 2 or 3 W Sp 
7. Jewish Glee Club (Brookline) 3 W Sp 
8. €xington Choral Group 2 \-J Sp 
9. Hal den Evenir..g {No performances in publ i c) 
10. Needham Madrigal Group 3 or 4 W Sp 
11. Newton Community Chorus 2 W Sp 
12. Somerville Choral Group 15 approximately W Sp 
13. Waltham Musica Group 2 or more W Sp 
14. Wellesley Chorus 4 F W Sp 
15 . Y.loburn Choral Group 2 or more W Sp 
Deductions.. (A) The average number of performances for fourteen gro.ups is 
three and one-half or more per year . One group does not perform publicly. 
(B) Nine groups perform in the winter and spring seasons only. 
Four perform in t he fall, winter and spring seasons . One group performs in 
the \.rinter only. One group does not perform. 
Conclusi ons . All groups perform i n the fall, winter or spring seasons and 
on t he avera :~e of three and one-half times or more per year . This indicates 
that most gr oups allow from t1v0 to three months rehearsal time for each 
concert . 
Size of Audiences 
11 H<JoJ LARGE ARE YOUR AVERAGE SIZE AUDIENCES (APPROXJMATE ill1BER??" 
1 . Arlington Choral Group 
2. Cecilia Society 
3. Chorus Pro Musi ca 
4. Framingham Choral Group 
5. Handel and Haydn Society 
6. H"ngham Civi c Chorus 
7. Jevash Glee Club (Brookline ) 
B. Lexi ngton Choral Group 
9. Malden Evening Group 
10. Needham Madrigal Group 
11. Newton Communi ty Chorus 
12. Somerville Choral Group 
13. Wal tham Musical Group 
14. Wellesley Chorus 
15. Woburn Choral Group 
500 to 800 
1000 or more 
1000 
1500 
2000 
300 to 500 
SO to 100 
800 
{No performances) 
? 
500 to 800 
50 to 200 
650 to 1500 
soo 
25 to 30 
----
= 
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Deductions. The average-sized audience for thirteen mixed vocal groups is 
750 people. One group gave no ans-v1er and one group does not perform. 
Conclusions. Many persons stated that their answers w·ere rough estil'nates at 
best. Therefore the average of 750 people is only an approximation. Rerr.~rks 
indicate that the more expert the group the larger the audience. 
Guest Soloists 
I 11 HOW OFTEN DO YOU HAVE GUEST SOLOISTS ASSIST AT CONCERTS (PERCENTAGE 
ANNUALLY) ?11 
--- --
1. Arlington Choral Group 
2. Cecilia Society 
3. Chorus Pro Musica 
4. Framingham Choral Group 
5. Handel and Haydn Society 
6. Hingham Civic Chorus 
7~ Je~~sh Glee Club (Brookline) 
8. Lexington Choral Group 
9. Malden Evening Group 
10. Needham Madrigal Group 
11. Ne;.Tton Community Chorus 
12.. Somerville Choral Group 
13 . Waltham :t-1usical Group 
14. Wellesley Chorus 
15. Woburn Choral Group 
SO% 
75% or more 
75% or more 
100% 
100% 
50% (?) 
50% 
75% (? ) 
(No performances) 
35% (?) 
50% 
25% (?) 
35% (?) 
25% 
100% 
Deductions and Conclusi ons . All groups (100%) have guest soloists assist 
sometimes during the regular concert season. Ten groups said that the 
average number of times guest soloists are used is about fifty per cent. 
,Some of the more expert groups use soloists seventy-five per cent or more or 11 
time. 
Programs 
I 11 ARE PROGRAM NUHBERS SELECTED BY (a) THE CONDUCTOR 
· (c) BOTH_ OTHER (INDICATE)?" _ _ __ _ 
1. Arlington Choral Group 
2. Cecilia Society 
3. Chorus Pro Musi ca 
Both 
Conductor 
Conductor 
(b) A COMMITTEE 
--- -
4. Framingham Choral Group 
5. Handel and Haydn Society 
6. Hingham Civic Chorus 
7. Jewish Glee Club (Brookline) 
8. Lexington Choral Group 
9. Malden Evening Group 
10. Needham Nadrigal Group 
11. Newton Community Chorus 
12. Somerville Choral Group 
Conductor 
Conductor 
Committee 
Conductor 
Commi-ttee 
Conductor 
Both 
Both 
Conductor 
13. Waltham Musical Group 
J..4. Wellesley Chorus 
Committee (Board of Directors) 
Both 
1.5. Woburn Chora Group Conductor 
Deductions . In eight cases (53%) the conductor selects the program numbers. 
In four cases both the conductor and a connnittee select the program numbers. ' 
In three instances a cow~ittee selects the pro~ram numbers . 
Conclusions. In the majority of instances the conductor selects or helps 
select the program numbers. Many conductors, remarks indicate, insist on 
fu 1 reponsibility for the program selecti on. 
The next two questions wil l be treated together as they are closely 
related. 
--- -=4':-
Relationship to the Public School s 
(A) 11 DO YOU GIVE SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL PUPILS AT REGULAR 
CONCERTS? YES NO HOV.I MANY PER YEAR? 11 
(B) "DO YOU OFFER SPECIAL LCM PRICE AD USSIONS FOR SCHOOL PUPILS AT REGULAR 
co TCERTE'? YES NO II 
1. Arlington Choral Group 
2 . Cecilia Society 
3. Chorus Pro Musica 
h. Framingham Choral Group 
5. Handel and Haydn Society 
6. Hingham Civic Chorus 
7. Jewish Glee Club (Brookline) 
8, Lexington Choral Group 
9. Malden Evening Group 
10. Needham Madrigal Group 
11. Newton Community Chorus 
? No 
No Yes 
No No 
No Yes 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No (some free concerts 
(No performances) 
No No (? ) 
No No 
- -
- ---
---=- =--
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12. Somervil e Choral Group Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Weekly 
2 hours 2! hours 
2 hours 
1~ hours 
13. ~·lal tham Musical Group 
14. Wellesley Chorus 
15. Woburn Choral Group 
De uctions. (A) and (B) All groups (100%) hol d ;.reekly rehearsals. The 
average rehearsal time for fourteen groups is slightly more than 2~ hours. 
(One group did not anstv-er the question.) None of the groups hold sect· onal 
rehea ·sals . 
Conclusions. All but two groups (87%) rehearse from two to three hours. 
Sect ional rehearsals, o viously, are unique to instrumental organizations . 
The next three questions are trea.te together as they are closely 
related . 
The word "sponsors" in question (A) applies t o sponsorship or pat-
ronage by individua s. Questi ons (B) and (C) treat sponsors ip by a group 
or groups . 
(A) 
Financial Support 
11 IS YOUR INCOME DERIVED FROM DUES ADMISSIONS CONTRIBUTIONS OR 
GIFTS COLLECTIONS AT CONCERTS SPONSORS O'I'HER (INDICATE)? 
JF HORE THAN 0 t; OF THE ABOVE IS""""CfiECKED PLEAS STATE THE APPROXIMATE 
PERCENTAGE OF EACH •11 
(B) "ARE rou SPJNSOR Y . 0 GANIZAT ON'? _.!!: 0 11 
(C 11 IS IT CH.A.MJER OF CONMERCE AN ADUL'r EDUCA'riON PROORAM CHURCH 
G L GOVERNMENT (e .g .. , REC ~IO f DEPA _f-ffi IT) A SE V CEO 0 P ( UC 
A ROTARY OR KIWANIS, ETC .)_ PRIV TE CLUB_ arHER (INDICATE ?" __ 
1. Arlington Choral Group 
2 Cecil ' a Soc~ety 
3. Chorus Pro ~~sica 
4. Framingham Choral Group 
5. Handel and Haydn Society 
6. Hingham Civic Chorus 
7. Je-v;rish Glee Club (Brookline)· 
8. Lexington C oral Group 
ill 
Dues, Admissions, Individual patrons 
Dues , Endovnnent 
Dues , ndividual -patrons 
Dues, Adnissions, Individu 1 patrons 
Admi ssions, Endowment 
Dues, Admissions 
Dues 
Indi vidua.l patrons, Collections 
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9. Malden Evening Group 
10. Needham Madrigal Group 
ll. Newton Community Chorus 
12. Somerville Choral Group 
13. Waltham Musical Group 
14. Wellesley Chorus 
15. ~oburn Choral Group 
l. No 
2. No 
3. No 
4. No 
5. No 
6. No 
7. Yes 
8. No 
9. Yes 
10. Yes 
ll. Yes 
12. Yes 
13. No 
14. Yes 
15. No 
None 
Individual patrons, Gifts 
Dues, Admi ssions, Individual patrons 
? 
Dues, Individual patrons 
Dues, Indiv~dual patrons 
Dues 
Special Concert Only 
A Jewish Recreation Center 
A Business School 
A Music Club 
A Recreation Department 
A Recreation Department 
A Recreation Department 
Deductions. (A) Ten groups (66%) have dues. Eight groups (53%) have indi-
vidual patronage. Fivegroups charge admission. T«o groups have endowments. 
One group has collections at concerts and one group has gifts. One group is 
uncertain and therefore will not be considered. Few percentages on the amount 
'that each sponsoring group contributed were given,and thus this item will be 1 
discounted. 
(B) and (C) Nine groups (60%) are not sponsored by organizations. 
Six groups are sponsored by organizations. In three cases the local govern-
1ment recreation department is the sponsor. Remarks indicate that this spon-
sorship is primarily the lending of rehearsal hall, chairs, perhaps music, 
etc. Three groups are sponsored respectively by a Jewi sh recreational center, 
a music club, and a business school. (The Jewish recreational center admits 
singers of all faiths and races.) Little specific informat ion about these is 
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given, but in t wo cases remarks indicate that sponsors are vital for the 
group 's existence. 
Conclusions. Though seventy-one per cent of thegroups have dues, remarks 
indicate that in the majority of cases most of the income is obtained from 
either admissions (thirty-five per cent of the groups have charge admission) 
or individual patronage (fifty-seven per cent have individual patronage.) Ten 
groups (66%) have one or both of these means of support. 
History 
11 HOI'i MA.NY YEARS HAS THE GROUP BEEN ACTIVELY IN EXISTENCE?" 
1. Arlington Choral Group 
2. Cecilia Society 
3. Chorus Pro Musica 
4. Framingham Choral Group 
5. Handel and Haydn Society 
6. Hingham Civic Chorus 
1. Jewish Glee Club (Brookline) 
8. lexington Choral Group 
9. WJalden Evening Group 
10. Needham Madrigal Group 
11. Newton Community Chorus 
12. Somerville Choral Group 
13. ·valtham Musical Group 
14. Wellesley Chorus 
15. Woburn Choral Group 
13 years 
77 years 
7 years 
16 years 
138 years 
30 years (?) 
3 years 
ll years 
l year 
4 years 
8 years 
10 years (?) 
57 years 
5 years 
l year 
----
.lliductions. The average years of existence f or all fifteen groups is about 
t wenty-five and one-half years. Two groups are uncertain but did give approx-
: irnate f igures. 
Conclusions. The average figure of t wenty-five and one half years is high. 
,This is so chiefly because three groups have had lengthy existences of fifty-
seven, seventy-seven, and 138 years respectively. Exclusion of these three 
groups from the tabulation would have resulted in a considerably lower aver-
age. 
--= 
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Original Purpose 
"VfAS TI1E ORIGINAL PURPOSE IN ORGANIZll'JG THE GROUP THE SAliilE AS ITS PRESENI' 
PURPOSE? YES_NO_ IF NOT, PlEASE COivfNIENT BRIEFLY ON THE REASONS FOR THE 
CHANGE. 11 
'.Deductions. In all cases but one (Malden) the original purpose has remained 
the same. Malden began as a listening group and evolved to a choral group. 
There are slight deviations in the purposes of the various groups. The more 
significant are listed below. 
l. The performance of great choral works by a small group. 
2. 'l'he performance of rarely heard music of the best type. 
3. The cultivation of the best sacred music. 
4. The pleasure ofgroup singing. 
5. The opportunity for adult education through music. 
Conclusions. Most of the groups vvere set up vVith a definite purpose as to 
their function and course. The list of purposes seems to stress performance 
of certain types of compositions and/or styles. Remarks indicate that most 
if not all groups perfo11n music of good quality. 
Original Organizer 
11WAS THE GROUP ORIGINALLY ORGANIZED BY: 
a. THE CONDUCTOR 
b. A FORMER CONDUCTOR 
c. SOME INTERESTED PEHFORMERS 
d. OTHERS (INDICATE_) _ -
'I l. Arlington Choral Group 
2. Cecilia Society 
I 3. Chorus Pro Musica 
, 4. Framingham Choral Group 
1 5. Handel and Haydn Society 
6. Hingham Civic Chorus 
· 7. Jevdsh Glee Club (Brookline) 
8. Lexington Choral Group 
Some interested performers 
Former conductor 
The conductor 
'I'he conductor 
Some interested performers 
? 
The conductor 
Some interested performers 
The conductor •1 9. Ivl:alden Evening Group 
10. Needham 1fudrigal Group 
1 11. Newton Co:nununi:i:,y Chorus 
The conductor and a sponsoring group 
Sponsoring group and interested per-
formers 
12. Somerville Choral Group ? 
13. Waltham N:tusical Group Fo11ner conductor 
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14. Wellesley Chorus 
1.5. w·oburn Choral Group 
Former conductor 
The conductor 
lliductions . Five groups were organized by their present conductors. Three 
groups were organized by former conductors. One group was organized by the 
present conductor and a sponsoring group. Three groups were organized by 
interested performers. One group was organized by interested performers and 
a sponsoring group. Two responses failed to give a definite answer. 
Conclusions. Most of the groups were begun by their first conductors, and 
in one other instance a conductor assisted in beginning the group . A prob-
able reason why many conductors have been active organizers is that they have 
much to give and/or to gain from the organization of a community music group. 
Significant Factors 
11 IN THE FOLIDWI NG SPACE PLEASE S'l'ATE AlW SIGNIFICANT FACTORS I N THE DEVELOP-
MENT OF YOUR GROUP 'I'HAT YOU FEEL v'fOULD BE OF INTEREST." 
Deductions. Most groups left the space blank. Some responses stated good 
purposes were important factors in development. Others stated that the high 
quality of music and performance were the significant f actors. One group 
thought that sponsorship was important. 
SUMMA.RY 
Fifteen of the groups represented are mixed choralgroups. 
Eighty-seven per cent of the groups are augmented by a few singers 
' from adjacent communities. 
The majority of groups (percentage uncertain) perform in their 
respective co~~unities on~. 
The average number of performing members is seventy-four. 
Eighty per cent of the groups require only an interest to join and/ 
or a small amount of musical ability for mem~~:rship. _______ =~=-=--=-=-==-=='---"-
- - -~ ~ -== _:=..-.... - --==-=-== 
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Although the per cent is very uncertain, remarks indicate that the 
groups lose eighteen per cent of their membership year~. 
~st groups feel that extra incentives are not vital for attracting 
and holding membership. 
Seventy-three per cent of the groups elect officers. 
In all cases the conductor devotes his full time to music activities. 
Seventy-eight per cent of these conductors are connected vd th educational 
institutions. 
About half of the groups appoint their conductors yearly, usual~ 
by means of representatives (e.g., Board of Directors.) The other half of 
the groups have conductors who are on a pe11manent basis. 
All groups perform in the fall, winter and/ or spring seasons and 
'perform on the average of three and one-half times or more per year. 
The average size audience is approximate~ 750 people. 
All groups have guest soloists assist sometimes during the regular 
concert season. Most groups use guest soloists about fifty per cent of the 
time. 
In fifty-three per cent of the cases the conductor selects the pro-
jl gram numbers himself. ,I 
1 In only three cases is any attempt being made to attract public 
school pupils to the cormnunity group. 
All groups hold week~, regular and no sectional rehearsals. The 
average rehearsal time for fourteen groups is slight~ more than two and 
one-quarter hours. 
II 
The majority of support comes from admissions or individual sponsor-
ship. Forty per cent of the groups are sponsored by organizations, but the 
'I I 
1importance of this sponsorship seems to be minor. 
I 
The average length of existence for fifteen groups is twenty-five 
and one-half years. The exclusion of four groups from the tabulation would 
give an average of less than ten years. 
Most groups are set up with a definite purpose as to their function 
and course. 
,, 
II 
I 
I 
I 
A majority of the groups were begun by their conductors. 
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CHAPTER IV 
TABUlATION OJ.<, :MEN1 S AND WOiv1EN 1 S GLEE CLUBS 
Of the fifty-one musical organizations about which information was 
obtained, eight were men 1 s glee clubs and three were women 1 s glee clubs. 
The groups are listed below in alphabetica l 
their locations and populations. 
IVIen 1 s Glee Clubs 
location 
l. Arnphion Club Melrose 
2. American Legion Glee Club Brockton 
(Brock ton Post #35) 
3. Highland Glee Club Ne-vrton 
4. 1futropolitan Singers Boston 
5. MYstic Glee Club Winchester 
6. Reading Chapter of 1~e Reading 
Nationa l Association for the 
Preservation of Barbershop 
Singing 
7. Schubert Club Malden 
8. Kiwanis Club ("Woburn ) ifvoburn 
Women's Glee Clubs 
9. B'nai B1rith Women's Glee Club 
10. Christ Church Choral Group 
ll. ·waltham Women 1 s Club Chorus 
Malden 
Ne edham 
VYaltham 
order, together with 
Population 
25,333 
62,343 
69, 873 
770,816 
15,081 
10,866 
58,010 
19,751 
58,010 
3,045 
40,020 
Method of Tabulation. The same method of tabulation vr.Lll be used with these I 
I 
group s as with the orchestras and mixed vocal groups. That i s , all respon-
II 
' s e s to each and every question vdll be listed, followed by deductions and con-
elusions ba sed on these responses. Both men ' s and women 's groups ·wi ll be 
tabulated together. 
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uncertain reply is signified by a question mark (?), while an un-
answered question is indicated by a dash (-). 
Area Served 
"IF THE CROUP SERVES ONLY A SECTION OF THE TO\riN OR CITY OR INCLUDES Y..:EIGH-
OORI G TOWN OR CITIES, THEN PLEASE INDICATE THE APPROXIMATE POPULATION." 
The answers to this question may be divided into two groups: (a) 
those answers that cmnmented on whether the singers come from within the 
glee club's locality only, and (b) those that commented on whe ther the glee 
club gives performances ~dthin its locality only. (No population figures 
were given other than the ones already listed.) 
1 . Arnphion Club 
2. American Legion Glee Club 
3. Highland Glee Club 
4. Metropolitan Singers 
5. Mystic Glee Club 
6. Reading Barbershop 
7. Schubert Club 
8. Kiwanis C~ee Club (Woburn) 
9. B'nai B'rith Glee Club 
10. Christ Church Glee Club 
11. ltJal tham Glee Club 
(a) Players 
Some from outside 
Some from outside 
Some from outside 
Some from outside 
Half from outside 
Some from outside 
Some from outside 
All from within 
Some from outside 
All from within 
All from within 
(b) Performances 
Per·f orms outside 
Per forms outside 
Performs outside 
Performs outsi e 
Performs outside 
Performs outside 
Performs outside 
Performs in on y 
Performs in .only 
Performs outside 
Performs in only · 
Deductions. (a) Eight of eleven groups (73%) include some performers that 
come f r om outside the group's locality. Remarks indicate that in most cases 
the number of these is few. 
(b) Eight of eleven groups ( 73%) sometimes perform outside of 
their localities. Remarks indicate that most of their performances, however, 
are within their J.Q_.eali ties. 
Conclusions. Deductions and remarks indicate that both non-resident group 
members and performances outside of the home localities ~re few in humber. 
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Number of Members 
11 HOW :M.Al'!J"Y PERFORMING MEMBERS ARE THERE IN THE GROUP?" 
1. Amphion Club 
2. American Legion Glee Club 
3. Highland Glee Club 
4. Me tropolitan Singers 
5. Mystic Glee Club 
6~ Reading Barbershop 
7. Schubert Club 
8. Woburn Glee Club 
9. B1nai B'ri th Glee Club 
10. Christ Church Glee Club 
11. Waltham Glee Club 
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60 
65-80 
65 
50-64 
50 
35 
20 
35-40 
16 
18-20 
---
Deductions. The average number of members for eleven groups is forty- five 
Conclusions. All of the gr oups are large enough t o perfor m choral works of 
good t ype. Host of the male glee clubs have larger membership than the 
women's groups. However, there are too few groups represented to state that 
this is usually the case. 
Conditions of MembersP~p 
"IS MEMBERSHIP IN THE GROUP DEPENDENT ON AUDITIONS 
'IDRS (INDICATE) ?11 
- --
1 . Amphion Club 
2. American Legion Glee Club 
3. Highland Glee Club 
4. Metropolitan Singers 
5. Mystic Glee Club 
6. Reading Barbershop 
7. Schubert Club 
• Woburn Glee Club 
9. B1nai B'rith Glee Club 
10. Christ Church Glee ·Club 
11. Waltham Glee 1Club 
Auditi ons 
Auditions 
Auditions 
Auditions 
Auditions 
Interest 
Auditions 
Interest 
I nterest 
Auditions 
Interest 
I NTEREST OTHER FAC-
Deductions and Concl usions. Of eleven groups , eight (73%) hold auditions. 
Remarks indicate that in the majority of cases these auditions are not diffi -
cult and are merely to insure a minimum amount of musical ability on the part 
of the applicant . At l eas t one group has very strict requirements , hm•ever. 
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Change in Hembership 
'~'WHAT PERCENTAGE OF CHANGE IN MEMBERSHIP :00 YOU USUALLY HAVE FROM ONE YEAR 
'ID THE NEXT? 11 
--
1. Amphion Club 15% 
2. American Legion Glee Club 5% 
3. Highland Glee Club 10% 
4. Metropolitan Singers 5% 
5. l·Tystic Glee Club 5% 
6. Reading Barbershop 20% 
?. Schubert Club 20% 
8. Woburn Glee Club ? (This is a new group.) 
9. B1nai B'rith Glee Club 20% 
10. Christ Church Glee Club 5% 
11. Waltham Glee Club ? 
Deductions and Conclusions. The average change in membership is twelve per 
cent for nine groups. Two groups did not answer the question. Many res-
ponses stated that the figures were rough estimates at best, and consequently 
the average is somewhat inaccurate. 
Extra Incentives 
rtDO YOU HAVE EXTRA INCENTIVES sum AS SOCIALS TRIPS PICNICS 
(INDICATE)_ TO ATTRACT AND HOLD MEHBERSHIP?;r-
1. Amphion Club 
2. American Legion Glee Club 
3. Highland Glee Club 
4. :Hetropoli tan Singers 
~1ystic Glee Club 
Reading Barbershop 
Schubert Club 
Woburn Glee Club 
r' 
.?• 
6. 
?. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
B1nai B1rith Glee Club 
Christ Church Glee Club 
Waltham Glee Club 
A fev1 socials 
A few socials, trips 
A few socials, trips 
A fe<-l socials 
A few socials 
A few socials 
A few socials 
No 
No 
No 
No 
OTHER 
Deductions. Seven of eleven groups (6Lt%) have some social activity over and 
above group playing. Remarks indicate that social affairs are held no more 
than once a month at most and take the forms of refreshments after rehearsa~ 
annual banquets, trips,and parties. Two of the groups (Woburn and Waltham) 
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which replied nagatively do have social activities but in conjunction with 
sponsors only. 
Conclusions. Seven groups off er extra incentives for their personnel. HovT-
ever, these incentives i n most cases are few i n number. It seems that extra 
i ncentives are not, for the most part, of vital importance in the maintenance 
of most groups. 
Paid Performers 
"DC PAID PERFORMERS PLK[ WITH THE GROUP (FOR PURPOSES OF MUSICAL BALANCE 
ND/OR NSTR.UMENTATION)? YES NO PERCENTAGE 11 
Ded~ction. All groups answered that they do not employ paid performers. 
Conclusion. This question pertained primarily to instrumental organizations. 
It is not surprisin& therefore , tha t all groups use unpaid performers only. 
Election of 0 fficers 
11 00ES THE GROUP ELECT OFFICERS? YES NO II 
1. Amphion Club Yes 
2. Ameri can Legion Glee Club Yes 
3. Highland Glee Club Yes 
4. Hetropoli tan Singers Yes 
5. Mystic Glee Club Yes 
6. Reading Barbershop Yes 
7 chubert Club Yes 
8. vJoburn Glee Club No 
9. B'nai B1rith Glee Club Yes 
10. Christ Church Glee Club Yes 
ll. Waltham Glee Club No 
D ductions . Eighty-two per cent of the groups elect of icers of some kind. 
The t wo groups whi ch do not elect officers are part of larger groups (spon-
,sors) in which officers are elected. 
onclusions . All groups evidently feel that the election of representatives 
is necessary and worth whil e . 
==c.:::.-:.-=..= -- -
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The next two questions will be treated together as they are closely 
r elated. 
Conductor's Profession 
(A) "DOE THE CONDUCTOR DEVO'IE I-ITS FULL TIME 'ID ~1USIC ACTIVITIES? YES 
NO II 
(B) "IF' SO , IS HE A PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER CRITIC PERFORHER 
TEACI ER PRIVATE TEA CriER OTHER (INDICATE)?~ 
COLLEGE 
---
(A) m 
1 . Amphi on Club Yes College teacher 
2. American Legion Glee Club No 
3· Highlan G_ee ub Yes College teacher h. Me tropo i t an Singers Yes Private teacher, performer 
5. Mystic Glee Club Yes College teacher 
6. R.eading Barbershop Yes College teacher 
7· chubert Club Yes Private teacher, conductor 
8. Woburn Glee Club Yes Public School teacher 
9 .. B1nai B'rith Glee Club Yes Public School teacher 
10. Christ Church Glee Club No 
11. vJal t ham Glee Club No 
Deductions. (A) Eight of the groups (73;o) are conducted by persons who are 
full-time professional musicians. 
(B) Of these, four are colle ge nn.1sic teachers; tvm are public 
school music teachers, and two are private teachers. 
Conclusions. As eight of he groups are conducted by full-time musicians, 
it can be assumed tha t ·most of the groups, if not a ··ll,. are receiving capable 
training. 
The next two questions will be treated together as they are closely 
related. 
Appointment of the Conductor 
(A " 'S TdE CONDUCTOR APPOINTED BY (a) THE MEHBERS (b) REPRESENTATIVES 
(c) A SPONSORING GRO iP . OTHER (INDICATE}?"-=-
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(B) "TS THE USUAL .APPOD 'Jl1ENT TERH 0 _, Y' 
YEARS, J!NDEFTNTTE?" 
(INDICATE THE NUNBER) 
ill .0L 
1. Amphion Club Representatives One year 
2~ American Legion Glee Club Hembers One year 
3. Highland Glee Club Representatives Indefi:nite 
4., Y.!e tropoli tan Singers Representatives Indefinite 
5. Y~stic Glee Club Representatives One year 
6. eading Barbershop Representatives Indefinite 
7. Schubert Club Self-appointed Indefinite 
8. Woburn Glee Club Representatives Indefinite 
9. B'nai B'rith Glee Club Representatives Indefinite 
10. Christ Church Glee Club Representatives Indefinite 
11. Waltham Glee Club Representatives Indefinite 
Deductions. (A) Nine of the eleven groups (82%) have their representatives 
appoint their conductors. In one case the eritire group appoints the conduc-
t.or. One group does not appoint a conductor as he i s the original organizer 
and is on a permanent basis . 
(B) Eight of the eleven groups (73 ) appoint or have their con-
ductors on an i ndefinite (more or es s permanent) basis. Three groups ap-
point their conductors yearly. 
Conclusions. Representatives of the groups usually select the conductors on 
a permanent basis. Tn most cases remarks indicate that the word "indefinite" 
is used t.o mean permanent. 
The next t1vo questions will be treated together as they are closely 
r el ated. 
Performances 
(A) "HOW OFTEN ARE PERFORHANCES GIVEN (APPROXIMATE NUHBER ~)ER YEAR)?"_ 
(B) 11 ARE THESE IN THE FALL (F) WINTER (W) SFRJNG (SP) SU}1}1ER (S) 
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(A) (B) 
l. Amp hi on Club 4 F W SP 
2. American legion Glee Club 6 to 8 F W SP 
3. Highland Glee Club 8 to 14 F W SP 
4. Metropolitan Singers 6 to 8 W SP 
5. My-stic Glee Club 3 to 4 W SP 
6. Reading Barbershop l to ? F Vv SP 
?. Schubert Club 4 to 5 Vf SP 
8. Woburn Glee Club (Does not perform publicly.) 
9. B'nai B1rith Glee Club 6 As needed 
10. Christ Church Glee Club 2 to 10 W SP 
ll. ·waltham Glee Club (Does not perform public~.) 
Deductions. (A) The average number of performances for nine groups is 
six per year. Two groups are composed of some of the members of a larger 
organization (sponsors) and perform only for that group. One group gives 
per formances 11 a s needed. 11 (The vagueness of this answer prohibits its use 
in the tabulation. ) 
(B) Five groups perform in two seasons of the year - winter and 
spring. Three groups perform in three seasons ·- fall, winter, and spring. 
Three groups are discounted for obvious reasons. 
II 
I 
I' 
Conclusions . I Of the nine groups which perform publiczy, the average number 
of performances is six, and most of these take place in the vdnter and spring 
seasons. 
Audiences 
11 HOvV lARGE ARE YOUR AVERAGE SIZE AUDIENCES (APPROXIMATE NUMBER)? 11 
---
l. Amphion Club 500 to 600 
2. American legion Glee Club 600 to 850 
3. Highland Glee Club Boo 
4. Metropolitan Singers 
5. Nwstic Glee Club tioo 
6. Reading Barbershop 
7. Schubert Club 200 to 500 
8. Woburn Glee Club (Sponsoring members only) 
9. B1nai B1rith Glee Club 20 to 200 
10. Christ Church Glee Club 20 to 100 
_ll. Waltlla.m._Gle~e_Cl ____ (s onsorin 
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Deductions and Conclusions . The average number of audience members for 
seven groups is four hundred and forty-f iv$.. . The highest consistent number 
recorded is eight hundred. Two groups did not record answers. Ti o groups 
perform before t hei r sponsoring club members only. 
Guest Soloists 
fiHOH OFTEN ro YOU HAllE GUEST SOLOISTS ASSIST AT CONCERTS (PEqCEfT'J.'AGE 
ANNUALLY ?" 
1. Amphion Club 
2. American Legion Glee Club 
3. Highland Glee Club 
4. }~etropoli tan Singers 
5. Hys tic Glee Club 
6. Rea ing Barbershop 
7. Schubert Club 
8. v!oburn CILee Club 
9. B'nai B'ri th Glee Club 
10. Chr ist Church Glee Club 
11. a ham Glee Club 
100% 
75% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
50% 
40% 
(Does not perfor.m publicly) 
6o% 
25% 
(Does not perform publicly) 
Deductions . Nine groups use guest soloists on the average of seventy- two 
per cent of the time. Two groups are incl uded here for obvious reasons. 
Conclusions. It is evident that most groups feel it wise to use gues t solo-
ists often . The groups that perform most (see Performances, p . 61) and 
have the larger audi ences (see Audiences , p .61) us e guest sol oists one hun-
dred per cent of the time. 
Pr ograms 
11 ARE PROGRAM NUHBERS SELECTED BY (a) 'IHE CONDUC'IDR_ (b) A 00}1r-ITTI'EE 
(c) BOTH_ OTHERS (ThlDICATE)?" __ _ 
la Amphion Club Conductor 
2. American Legion Glee Club Conductor 
J. Highland Glee Club Conductor 
L(. Hetropoli t an Singers Both 
5. Nystic Glee Club Bot h 
6. Reading Barber shop Conductor 
7. Schubert Club Both 
--- -
-= ~--- =--~=. 
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8. vloburn Glee Club 
9. B1nai B'rith Glee Club 
10~ Chris t Chur ch Glee Club 
11. Waltham Glee Club 
Both 
Conductor 
Conductor 
Conductor 
Deducti ons . Seven of el even groups (64%) have their conductors select the 
program numbers. Four groups have both the conductor and a committ ee select 
the program numbers. 
Conclusions . A majority of groups have their conductors select the program 
nuniliers . Remarks support this, f or some conductors strongly feel that this 
responsibili ty should be theirs alone. 
The next t wo questions will be treated together as they ar e closely 
related. 
Relationship to the Public Schools 
(A) "DO YOU GI\.IE SPECIAL PROGRANS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL PUPILS? YES NO 
HOW J:llA NY PER YEAR? II 
(B) "DO YOU OFFER SPECIAL LOlrJ PRICE AmiTSSIONS FOR SCHOO L PUPILS AT REGULAR 
CONCERTS? YES NO 11 
1. Amphion Club 
2. Ameri can Legion Glee Club 
3. Highland Glee Club 
4. Metropolitan Singers 
5. I1Ystic Glee Club 
6. Reading Barbershop 
7. Schubert Club 
8. ltloburn Glee Club 
9. B1 nai B'rith Glee Club 
10. Christ Church Glee Club 
11. Waltham Gle e Club 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Deductions. (A) None of the groups give special programs for public school 
pupils. 
(B) Eight groups (73%) do not off er s pecial l ov1 pri ce admissi on 
tickets f or public school pupils. 
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Conclusions . That glee clubs are failillg to attract high school pupils i n a 
significant way there can be no doubt. It is quite possible that many music 
educa t ors a s well as cormm.mi ty music organization directors fail to realize 
that a close relati onship should exist tetween the high school music program 
and the l ocal community music groups. 
The next two questions will be i~eated together as they are clos ely 
rela t ed . 
Rehearsals 
(A) 11 HO\-J OFTEN IXJ YOU HOLD FULL REHEARSALS (NUNBER PER MONTH)?_ SECTIONAL 
REHEARSALS? 11 
(B) "WHAT IS THE A VER.AGE LENGTH OF THESE? FULL 
1. 1\."'lphion Club 
2. American Le gion Glee Club 
.. ighland Glee 'Club 
4. Hetropolitan Singers 
5. Hystic Glee Club 
6 ~ Readi ng Barbershop 
7. Schubert Club 
8. Woburn Glee Club 
9. 
10 . 
11 . 
D'nai B'ri th Glee Club 
Christ Church Glee Club 
1•ial tham Glee 'Club 
Keekly 
Keekly 
1\'eekly 
1. "eeldy 
Weekly 
'Keekly 
1\'eekly 
1\eekly 
11reekly 
Weekly 
IA 'eekly 
SECTIONAL ?" 
2 hours 
2 1/2 hours 
2 hours 
2 hours 
2 hours 
2 1/2 hours 
2 hours 
2 hours 
2 hours 
1 3/4 hours 
ll/2 hours 
Deductions. (A) All groups (100%) rehearse weekly through the fal , winter, 
and spri ng seasons . None of the groups rehearses i n the summer . 
(B) The average rehearsal time for the eleven groups i s slightly 
over two hours. 
Conclusions . The groups are very similar in respect t o rehearsal scheduli ng 
and length. 
The next three questions will be t reated together as they are closely 
related. 
--~--==~ 
=--------
Financial Support 
' (A) 11 IS YOUR I NCOHE DERIVED FRO:H DUES ADMISSIONS CONTRIBU TIONS OR. GIF'IS 
I 
I 
(B) 
(C) 
SPONSORS CDLLECTI ONS AT CONCERTS OTHEi'fTINDTCATE) ? TF MORE 
THAN Olli'E OF THE ABOVE I S CHECKED PLEASESTATE THE APPR.OITl'~ATE PERCENTAGE 
OF EACH. 11 
11AR.E YOU SPONSORED BY AN OR.GA!I!TZATION? YES NO 11 
11IS IT A CHAMBER OF' Cm11-'iERCE AN ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM CHURCH 
LOCAL GO VERNHENT (e . g. , RE CREATION DEPARTMENT) A SERVICE GROUP ( S"ifCH 
AS ROT.ARY OR KIWANIS, ETC.)_ PRIVATE CLUB OTHER (I NDICATE) ? 11 
1 . Amphion Club 
2e &~erican Legion Glee Club 
3 .. Hig'b~and Glee Club 
4. Hetropolitan Singers 
S. Nys t i c Glee Club 
6. Readi ng Barbershop 
7. Schubert Club 
8. Woburn Glee rCl.ub 
9. B'nai B'rith Glee Club 
(A) 
Dues, Admissi ons, Sponsors 
Admissions, Collec tions 
Dues , Admissions, Sponsors 
Admissions, Gifts 
Sponsors 
Dues 
Ad.rn.issions 
No i ncome 
No income 
10. Christ 'Church Glee Club No j_ncome 
11 . ~o!al tham Glee Club 
ffi 
1. No 
29 Yes 
3. No 
4. No 
s. No 
6. No 
7. Yes 
8. Yes 
9. No 
10. Yes 
11. Yes 
No income 
American Legion, Recreation Department. 
Church 
Kiwanis Club 
Church 
·Homen 1 s Club 
11 Deductions. (A) Seven of eleven groups (64%) have f inancial income. Five 
II groups obtain i ncome by means of admissions. Three groups have sponsorship 
:J by private i ndividualsQ Three groups have dues. One group has collecti ons. 
One group has gifts, and one person was uncertain as to how i ncome was ob-
tained other than from dues. 
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Four groups have no income a s they do not publicly perform, are on 
an informal performing basis, or perform for charitable purposes only. 
(B) AND (C) Six groups (55%) are not sponsored, and five groups are 
sponsored by organizations outside of the group. Group sponsors are churches, 
private clubs, an American legion post, and a local recreation department. 
Remarks indicate that the sponsors in most cases provide only a minor part of • 
the support for the glee clubs. 
Conclusions. The tabulation and remarks indicate that the chief means of 
support for the gr-oups are admissions and sponsorship by private citizens. 
less than half of the groups are sponsored by organizations. Tnis tjpe of 
sponsorship is minor in many cases. 
History 
11 HOW MANY YEARS HAS THE GROUP BEEN ACTIVELY IN EXISTENCE"? 
l. Amphion Club 
2. American legion Glee Club · 
3. Bighland Glee Club 
4. Metropolitan Singers 
5. MYstic Glee Club 
6. Reading Barbershop 
7. Schubert Club 
8. Woburn Glee Club 
9. B'nai B1rith Glee Club 
10. Christ Church Glee Club 
11. Waltham Glee Club 
? 
13 years 
40 years 
15 years 
13 years 
6 years 
30 years 
l~ years 
2 years 
7 years 
10 years 
----
Deductions and Conclusions. 'rhe average number of years in existence for 
ten groups is fifteen. One returned questionnaire gave no figures. One 
group has been in existence for thirty and one group for forty years. 
Original Purpose 
nWAS THE ORIGINAL PUhPOSE IN ORGANIZING THE GROUP THE SAME AS I'rS PRESENT 
PURPOSE? YES NO IF NOT, PlEASE COl\llMENT BRlliFLY ON THE REASONS FOR 
THE CI-IANGE. II - -
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Deductions. !n all cases the answer was that the original ~1rposes have 
I 
' remained unchanged. A summary of the purposes named is listed below. 
' 
1. Proi otion of good male singing. 
2. To provide a scholarship for a ta ented igh school music student. 
3. Enjoyment of music. 
4. To raise funds for worthy purposes. 
Original Organizer 
11\·l S THE GROUP ORIGINALLY ORGANIZED BY: 
a. THE CONDUCTOR 
b. FORMER CONDUCfuR 
c. SOl- INTERESTED PERFDRMERS 
d. OTHERS (INDICATE) II 
1. Amphion Club 
2. Ameri can Legion Glee Club 
3~ Hig land Glee Club 
4. Me tropolitan Singers 
5. I-tvstic Glee Club 
6. Reading Barbershop 
7. Schubert Club 
8. Woburn Glee Club 
9. 'nai B'rith Glee Club 
10. Christ Church Glee Club 
T. Waltham Glee Club 
Former Conductor 
Conductor ans sponsoring group 
Conductor 
? 
Former Conductor 
Conductor 
Conductor 
Conductor 
Conductor and interested performers 
Some interested perf rmers 
Conductor 
. Deductions . Of t.e ten groups that answered, five said that their present 
conductors had begun their groups, and two said that former conductors began 
their groups . Two groups were organized partly by conductors, assisted 
respectively by a sponsoring group and some interested performers. One group 
uas begun by interested performers, and one group was uncertain and so did 
not recor an answer. 
Conclusions. Seventy per cent of the groups were organized originally by 
their first conductors , and two other groups were partly organized by their 
first conductors. 
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SignificarrG Factors 
"IN THE FOLLOiiviNG SPACE PlEASE STATE ANY SIGNIFICANT FAC1'0RS IN THE DEVEIDP-
MENT OF YOUR GROUP THAT YOU FEEL WOULD BE OF INTEREST. 11 
Deductions and Conclusions. This space was left blaru( by most persons. 
One group stated that good music well performed is the key to a steady and 
full development. 
SUMMARY 
There are eight men's glee clubs and three women's glee clubs repre- ' 
sented in this survey. Both groups are tabulated as one group. 
Seventy-three per cent of the groups occasionally perform outside of 
their respective cointllU!lities and have a few performers who come from outside ' 
their localities. 
The average number of performing members is forty-five. 
Seventy-three per cent of the groups hold auditions. In most case s 
these auditions are not difficult. 
The average year~ change in membership is twelve per cent. However, 
the average is not reliable. 
Sixty-four per cent of the groups offer extra incentives to their 
performers. In most cases, however, these are few in number. 
None of the groups use paid performers. 
'I'he average number of performances during a year is six. Most of 
these take place in the winter and spring seasons. 
The average number of audience members is 445. 
Guest soloists assist at concerts on the average of seventy-two per 
cent of the time . 
In sixGy-four per cent of cases, conductors select the program num-
bers. 
=---=-
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None of the groups gives s pecial programs for public school pupils. 
Seventy- three per cent of the groups do not offer special o.; price admis-
sions for pu lie school pupils. 
All groups rehearse weekl y . 'rhe average rehearsal t ime is slightly 
over wo ours . 
The chief means of financial support for most groups are admissions 
and sponsorship by orivate individuals. 
The a"\rerage number of years i n existence for the groups is fifteen. 
In all cases the original purposes have remained unchanged. 
Seventy per cent of the groups were organized by their first con-
ductors, and two other groups were partly organized by t heir first conductors. 
Eighty- two per cent of the groups elect officers. 
Seventy-three per cent of t."le groups have conductors who are full-
time musicians. 
Eighty-two per cent of the groups have their representatives appoi nt 
their conductors . Seventy-three per cent of the groups appoint their con-
ductors on a permanent basis. 
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CHAPTER V 
TABULA'l'ION OF OTHER GROUPS 
There are ten other community music groups which reported in the 
survey. Four are drum and bugle corps; two are bands; two are community 
concert groups; one is a music appreciation group (listening) , and one is a 
chamber music group. 
lVJethod of Tabulation. As there are relatively few groups represented in the 
above categories, a detailed tabulation would be inconclusive and superflu-
.ous. Thus each category ·will be treated concisely. The drum and bugle corps 
will be discussed first. 
Drum and Bugle Corps 
IDeation Name Population 
l. lexington 
2. Norwood 
3. Stoneham 
4. Winchester 
Lexington Drum and Bugle Corps 
St. Catherine 1 s Drum and Bugle Corps 
St.Patrick's Drum and Bugle Corps 
Immaculate Conception Drum and Bugle Corps 
Area Served 
13, 187 
15,383 
10,765 
15,081 
All groups serve only a part of the area of their respective communi-
ties. 
Number of Members 
The average membership for the four groups was eighty. The smallest 
munber of members for one group was thirty-five. 
Age and Sex of the :Members 
Three groups are made up of both male and female members, vrhile one 
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group has only male . In all cases the ages of the members average twenty or 
less. 
Conditions of Hembership 
pplicants are admitted to all groups if they show interest in join-
ing. In one case, however, men~ers must belong to the church parish which 
sponsors the group. 
Change in Membership 
The average percentage of yearly change in membership for the four 
groups is nineteen per cent . The smallest percentage is ten per cent. 
Extra Incentives 
All groups use extra incentives to attract and hold their membersh~ 
These incentives are important to the young performers , and they take the 
' forrns of competitions, parades, socials , trips, and picnics. 
,I 
Paid Performers 
No paid performers are used by any of the four groups. 
Election of Officers 
Three groups do not elect officers. One group does elect offi cers. 
Conductor's Profession 
The conductors of all four groups are no t full-time musicians. All 
conductors are hired on an indefinite basis. 
Seasons of Performances 
All groups perform in the fall, spring,and summer seasons. None 
of the groups perform in the winter. 
--=--------=---~ 
Audiences 
No average of the size of audiences can be given, as these groups 
perform in parades only. 
Guest Soloists 
None of the groups use guest soloists. 
Programs 
The conductors select the program numbers in all cases. 
Relationship to the Public Schools 
There is no relationship to the public school music programs in any 
of the four cases. 
Rehearsals 
All groups meet weekly from one to two hours and hold sectional 
r ehearsals of about the same length when and if they are needed. 
Financial Support and Group Sponsorship 
All groups receive fifty per cent or more of their financial support 
from dues and gifts. Other income is obtained from competition awards, pa-
r ade fees, and group sponsorship. All groups are sponsored Qy organizations . 
The Catholic Church supports three and the iLmerican legion one . 
History 
The aver age munber of ye ars in existence for the four groups is 
t wenty-five. Tvvo groups have been in existence for le s s than eight years. 
=======================-~----
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The Organizers 
'l'hree gr oups were organized by the Catholic Church (Catholic Youth 
Organizations and individual priests.) One group was organized by interested 
members of the American legion. 
Bands 
Only two bands were located and contacted for this study, perhaps 
because many conununity bands are active in the summertime only and, there-
fore, are difficult to locate in the winter. Also, probably, there are 
considerably fewer bands than other types of community groups in this area. 
location 
l. JfJalden 
2. Woburn 
Name 
All Schools Band 
Woburn City Band 
Number of Members 
Population 
.58,010 
19,7.51 
The Malden band has 110 members. V'foburn has twenty-five members. 
Sex of the Personnel 
The :Malden band includes both men and women. The Woburn band has men 
only. 
Conditions of Membership 
Both groups hold auditions, but remarks indicate that they are not 
exceptionally difficult. 
Change in IfJ.embership 
The change in membership yearly in both cases was small. No per-
centages were given. 
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Extra Incentives 
There are ver,v few extra incentives given by either group. The 
Woburn band as a Christmas party. Malden holds an annual dance . 
Paid Performers 
None of the performers are paid .. 
Election of Office s 
The Lalden group elec ts officers. Jobu n does not elect officers. 
Conductor's Profession 
Both present conductors have organi zed the groups and consequently 
are self-appointed and on permanent bases. 
Performances 
Bot groups perform about fifteen times per year. Host of the per-
formances are in the fall , wint er, and spring seasons. 
Audiences 
No estimates of the average size of their audiences wer-e given by 
either group. 
Guest Soloists 
Neither group has guest soloists pe!'form at concerts .. 
Progran;s 
The program ·numbers are selected by the conductors i n both cases. 
Relationship to the Public School 
Nei ther groups gives special concerts for public school pt~pils. 
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Halden offers lm·T-price tickets fo r public school pupils. 
Rehearsals 
Rehearsals are held weekly, and sectional rehearsals as needed in 
both cases . The rehearsal time of both groups is betvTeen one and a half 
and t110 hours .. 
Financial Support 
Neither group has a r egular financ i al income. The Hoburn band 
obtains its money by playing special concerts on occasion. The !alden band 
is backed by the school board and is allowed the use of publj_c schoo music 
materials (e.g. , musi c, music stands). 
History 
The 1 • ..Joburn band has been in exis tence about t1omnty years . Hal den 
as been in existence t lvo years . 
Original Organi zer 
Both grou s w re organized by their present conductor s. 
Connnunity Concert Association 
T't-10 community concert groups reported in the survey. These groups 
are a part of a national association who se purpose is to bring exceptional 
and recognized artists of the musical world to local audiences throughout 
t~e country. Artists are selected by the connnuni ty and guaranteed a fixed 
su.m. I ncome is obtained through individual patrons and sponsors. 
The t-vw groups which reported are listed below. 
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Location and Name 
1. Lexington Community Concert Association 
2. Stoneham Community Concert Association 
Population 
13,187 
10,765 
Both the Lexington and Stoneham groups have four hundred to five hun-
dred sponsors. Usually three artists perform during the year. The Lexington 
group has been in e:dstence for three years. The Stoneham group has been in 
existence for seven years. 
Both Lexington and Stoneham think that a larger degree of develop-
mentis impossible,or at least doubtful, because of the proximity to Boston. 
Lexington stated that it gives its financial profit to a music scholarship 
1fund. 
Chamber Nusic Group 
One chamber music group reported. This group is l ocated in Dedham, 
Hassachusetts. (Dedham has a population of about 15,508 persons~ The group 
numbers from four to six persons (men and women) and performs on string and 
>"loodtd.nd instruments. The group is nev1 and does not perform publicly. It 
rehearses weekly and from two to five hours at a time. The group was organ-
ized by their pr esent leader. The purpose of the group is to increase the 
members' understanding and enjoyment of good music. No financial income is 
needed. 
j · Music Appreciation Group 
One appreciation group reported. 'this group is located in V.Jestwood, 
Hassachusetts, and is affiliated with the First Parish Church t here. The 
;group is small (no figures were given) and somewhat unstable as yet. The 
group is made up of people ~..rho are "primarily interested in listening to 
music and in learning to enjoy music better." No financial income is needed. 
I 
' 
I! 
' 
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Both men and women are included in the membership. 
SUMMARY 
Drum and Bugle corps, bands, corrununi ty concert groups, a chamber 
music group, and a music appreciation group were tabulated in this chapter. 
There are only a few groups of each type represented, and thus they were 
treated in a concise fashion. Of all groups treated in this study the drum 
and bugle corps alone have some practices which are quite different. 
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CHAPTER VI 
FINAL CONCWSIONS AND RECO:MMENDATIONS 
Final Conclusions 
Method of Tabulation. The conclusions obtained from the treatment of the 
orchestras, mixed vocal groups, and the male and female glee clubs, of which 
there were a subs·tantial number, are entered below under appropriate subject • 
headings. Final conclusions are made based upon comparisons of these con-
elusions as they appJ.y to particular subjects. The conclusions of the pre-
vious chapter will be stated parentheticalJ.y and only where important for 
these deal with a small number of heterogeneous groups. 
Area Served 
Comparison. (A) Most of the orchestras, the mixed vocal groups, and the 
glee clubs include players that come from outside the group 1 s locality. 
(Bands and drum and bugle corps 1 ansvvers 1'-v-ere incomplete or vague.) 
(B) A slight majority of orchestras and mixed vocal groups perform 
vd thin their own communities only. A majority of glee clubs perform outside 11 
I 
of their own corrununities. (Bands and drum and bugle corps play outside of 
their communities oftentimes.) 
Conclusions. Comparison shows that the vast majority of groups of all types 
include some members that come from outside of their loca lities. In most 
cases these players are few in number and most likely come from adjacent 
communi ties. 
Approximately half of the total groups perform outside of their 
localities now and then. In most cases, however, these outside perfor-
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mance s are few. 
It should be mentioned that some of the more expert groups, such as 
the Cecilia Society and the Highland Glee Club are exceptions to this and 
perform outside of their loca lities many times during the course of a season. 
Number of Members 
ComEarison. The average number of performing members for the mixed choral 
groups is seventy-fom~; of the orchestras, fifty-one; of the glee clubs, 
forty-five. (The drum and bugle corps average eighty members. The tvm 
bands have 110 and twenty-five members, respectively.) 
Conclusions. The mixed vocal groups have the highest average of performing 
members. T'ne orchestras, it would seem, have a lower average than is musi-
cally desired. A cause for this, perhaps, would be the failure of public 
school music systems to produce well-trained orchestral performers. This 
will be discussed under Recommendations. 
Sex of the Personnel 
, Conclusion. All groups except the glee clubs have both male and female 
members. (One drum and bugle corps and one band has male members only.) 
Conditions of Membership 
Comparison. Most of the glee clubs and the orchestras hold auditions of 
some type . In most cases these auditions are not difficult and exist mere-
ly to insure that the applicant has the ability to perform on an equal level ' 
with the group. A majority of mixed vocal groups do not hold auditions . 
(Drum and bugle corps do not hold auditions. Both bands have a few minimum 
requirements.) 
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Conclusions. Remarks indicate that in most cases an applicant is admitted 
if he can perform on an equal level with the group. The purpose of most 
auditions is to determine whether or not the applicant can do this. 
Change in Membership 
Comparison and Conclusions. In most cases the percentages stated were 
rough estimates at best, and a reliable final conclusion is impossible. 
Extra Incentives 
Comparison. :Most of the orche stras, glee clubs , aild_ mixed 1mcal groups 
offer a few extra incentive s to attract and hold t heir perforrers. (The 
drum and bugle corps offer many extra incentives. Both bands offer a few 
incentives.) 
Conclusion. It is clear that extra incentives are of some help to most 
groups . Hm;rever, remarks indicate that f or the most part these incentives 
are of minor importance and merely augment the enjoyment of performing music, 
which is the chief satisfaction. 
The drum and bugle corps stress extra incentives as their performers 
are young (adolescents) and highly attracted by these. 
Paid Performers 
Comparison and Conclusion. Only the orchestras use paid performers. It 
was expected that the instrumental groups, particularly the orchestras, would 
use paid performers, as the instrumental baiance calls for type s of instru- ' 
ments that only semi-professional and/or professional performers play. In 
most cases the number of paid performers was relatively few. 
- ---=---;-· 
Election of Officers 
Comparison. Most of the glee clubs, mixed vocal groups and t.he orchestras 
elect officers . (One drum and bugle corps and one band el ect officers.) 
Conclusion. It. is clear that. the majority of all the groups feel it help-
ful and/or necessaxy to elect officers. 
Conductor• s Profession 
Comparison. (A) All of the mixed vocal groups and most of the glee clubs 
and orchestras have conductors who devote their full t ime t o music activi-
ties. (One band and the chamber music group have conductors who are full 
time musicians, also.) 
Conclusion. (A) The comparison reveals that a great majority of the con-
ductors are f ull t ime musicians. This, of course, indicates that at least 
most if not all of the conductors are well-trained musicians and that the 
groups are receiving capable musical leadership. 
The orchestras have t.he lowest number of full time musician-conduc-
tors. This is unfortunate for the orchestral conductor, more than any other 
type perhaps, needs the most thorough training, for orchestral conducting 
demands knowledge of many complex skills and compet ence in handling 
"strings. 11 It. seems that only a full time musician would possess these 
skills in most cases. 
Comparison. (B) All of the full t i me musician-conductors of the glee clubs 
(eight), and most of t.he mixed vocal group and orchestras full t i me musi-
cia..11-conductors are connected wi t.h educational inst itutions of some type. 
( 1'he conductors of one band and t.he chamber music group are public school 
musi c teachers. ) 
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Conclusion. (B) Ihe vocal groups have an advantage over the orchestras 
in having more of their full time musician-conductors connected with educa-
tional institutions . The advantages are that worthy educational teaching 
methods are probably used and that there is better opportunity to attract 
the music student (high school or ot.herwise) to the community group . 
later discussion -vvi.ll show, however, that (l) there is no close rela-
tionship between community groups and local high school music programs in 
most cases, and also that (2) the orchestras are the most unstable of the 
groups. 
Appointment of the Conductor 
Comparison. (A) Iviost of the glee club and the orchestras have their repre-
sentatives appoint their conductors. The mixed vocal groups appoint their 
conductors in several ways . The most common way (six groups) is through 
·their representatives. In eight cases there is no appointment made as the 
conductors have organized the groups and are self-appointed. (Conductors of 
all the drum and bugle corps, both bands and the chamber music group are 
also self'-appointed. ) 
Conclusion. (A) In most cases representatives of the groups (e . g., Boards 
of Directors ) elect the conductor. 
Com£§:rison. (B) Most of the glee clubs, and the orchestras and about f ifty 
per cent of the mixed vocal groups elect their conductors on a permanent 
basis. (Both of the bands, all of the drum and bugle corps and the chamber 
music group have conductors who are on a permanent basis. 
Conclusion. . (B) Most of the groups appoint their new conductors on a trial 
basis for a year or two and then on a permanent basis if they prove satis-
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factory. 
Performances 
Comparison. (A) Glee clubs perform on the average of six times per year; 
mixed vocal groups, three and one-half times or more per year; orchestras, 
three or more per year. (Both of the bands perform about fifteen time s per 
year. The drum and bugle corps gave uncertain answers.) 
Conclusions. (A) The glee clubs perform almost two concerts to every one 
of t he mixed vocal groups or orchestras. A probable reason for this may be 
found in the conclusion of the question vrhich concerned the area served. 
This conclusion revea led that considerably more glee clubs performed outside 
of their communities than did orchestras or mixed vocal groups. This factor 
suggests that the same program is given in different localities before dif-
fere nt audiences. ( 'rhe t wo bands are discounted here because of their sma]_ 
repre sentation. ) 
Comparison. (B) The majority of orchestras , mixed vocal groups, and glee 
clubs perform primarily in the winter and spring seasons and sometimes in I 
the fall. None of the groups performs in the summer. II 
!Conclusion. (B) As all groups give performances during the same seasons of 
the year i t can be deduced that all groups have from t wo to three months of 
rehearsal time for each concert. 
Audiences 
Compar~son. The average size of audience members for mixed vocal groups is 
750; for orchestras, 510; for glee clubs, 445. (1be drum and bugle corps 
and bands gave no figures.) 
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Conclusions • Tne figures reveal not too great a difference in the number of ' 
.audience members. The mixed vocal group s have the largest average possibly 
because they perform work s that have religious as well as musical signifi-
cance and are popular vvith community members. Religious works such as 
Handel's " Messiah", Bach's HSaint 1\liatthew Passion", and Dubois' "Seven last 
Wor d s of Christ" are some mixed choral masterpieces which are performed 
often. 
Guest Soloists 
Comparison and Conclusion. All of the mixed choral groups and the glee clubs 
have guest soloists at fi.fty per cent and oftentimes more of their concerts. 
The orchestras, generally speaking, gave no pe rcentage s, but they, also, 
remarks indicate, have guest soloists at about fifty per cent and oftentimes 
more of their concerts. (Drum and bugle corps and bands have no guest solo-
I• 
1ists at any t ime.) 
Superior groups such as the Boston Civic Society, the Handel and 
Haydn Society and the Framingham Chorus have guest soloists perform a t all 
concerts. 
Programs 
Comparison and Conclusion. A major'i ty of the orchestras and glee clubs and 
slightly over half of the mixed chora l groups have their conductors alone 
select the pr ogram numbers. (All the drum and bugle corps, bands and the 
chamber music group also have their conductors sele ct the program numbers.) 
Remarks indicate that many conductors consider this a prerogative. 
=-=--==-- - -- -- -==========.o' 
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Relationship to the Public Schools 
Comparison. (A) All of the glee clubs and all of the mixed vocal groups 
and most of the orchestra s do not give special progr axns for public school 
·pupils. The orchestras ·who said that they did give special programs were 
vague in their answers. Most like ly these performance s are the exception 
and not the rule . (None of the bands and drum and bugle corps give special 
concerts.) 
Conclusion. (A) Almost no efforts are being made t o have public school stu-
dents hea r community music groups in school time . 
Comnarison. (B) Most of the mixed vocal groups and the glee clubs and 
about half of the orchestra s do not offer special low- price admissions to 
public school students. (All of the drum and , bugle corps and one band a lso 
fall into this category. One band performs vlith the local high school band 
occasionally.) 
Conclusion. The majority of the groups do not offer s pe cia l low-price ad-
missions to public school students . It is fairly evident that in most cases 
, a poor or no relationship exists between the public school music program 
and the loca l community music group (s). This is SU11 prising in view of the 
fact that many educators are conductors of community music groups. 
Few programs were received but r emarks indicate that most if not, all 
of the groups perform music of good quality. 
Rehearsals 
Comparison and Conclusion. All of the orchestra s, mixed vocal groups and 
glee clubs (also bands, drum and bugle corps and the chamber music group) 
----= 
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rehearse week]y. All of the instrumental group s hold sectional rehearsals 
a s needed. The orchestra s rehe arse on the average of about two hours and 
fift een minutes; the mixed vocal groups, about t ;rm hours and fifteen minu-
tes; the glee clubs, slightly over two hours. (The bands rehearse from 
one and one-half to two hours week]y. The drum and bugle corps rehearse 
from one to two hours -weekly. The chamber music group rehearses from t wo 
to five hours weekly.) Sectional rehearsa ls are about the same length as 
t he r egula r r ehearsals. 
Financial Support 
Comua rison. (A) The total numbe r of group s which answered the question and 
do have financial support (excluding the drum and bugle corps and bands) is 
thirty-five. Of these, fourteen are orchestras; fourteen are mixed vocal 
groups; and seven are glee clubs. Some groups need no support as they are 
informa l or do not perform publicly. 
Financial support is obtained from t wo major sources and by many 
methods. (This and the following pa r agraph a re concerned only with financial 
support obtained from individuals as differentiated from groups. ) :Many 
methods a re used to obt ain support from individuals. These methods and the 
number of g rou_;) s using each are listed below. 
Admissions 
Sponsors 
Dues 
Collecti ons a t concerts 
Gifts 
Endowments 
Adve rtisements 
Benefactor 
- t wenty one groups 
- nineteen group s 
- eighteen group s 
- three groups 
- t wo group s 
- t wo groups 
- one group 
- one group 
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'l'he drum and bugle corps and one band will be treated in comparison 
(B). One band obtains income by performing at special concerts. 
Conclusions. (A) The comparison reveals that there are three major methods 
of obtaining financial income from individuals. These are admissions, spon-
sors, and dues. Dues, it was sho"V'm in prev-J.ous chapters, contribute only 
a minor portion of the total income in most if not all cases. Admissions 
and individual sponsors are the chief means of obtaining financial support 
from individuals. ( Comrnuni ty concert groups obtain their income primarily, 
if not totally, through individual sponsorship . ) ~velve groups have both 
admission and sponsors. A significant factor is that twenty-six groups have 
more than one kind of support. 
Comparison. (B) Most of the orchestras, the mixed vocal groups, and slight-' 
ly over half of the glee clubs have no outside group sponsorship. Seventeen 
of the community music groups are sponsored by outside organizations of some 
type. Of these , three groups are sponsored by two different organizations 
each. All of the drum and bugle corps, one band, and the music appreciation 
group are sponsored by one outside group each. A list of all the sponsoring 1 
groups is found below. 
Recreation fupartments of 
local governments 
Churches 
Cornmw.i ty Associations 
·vromen 1 s Clubs 
American legion Po sts 
Board of Education 
J ewish Ii.ecreation Center 
Business School 
Music Club 
Parent Teachers Association 
sponsor seven groups 
sponsor six groups 
sponsor two groups 
sponsor tvm groups 
sponsor t wo groups 
sponsors 
sponsors 
sponsors 
sponsors 
sponsors 
one 
one 
one 
one 
one 
group 
group 
group 
group 
group 
Music School 
KivYanis Club 
sponsors one group 
sponsors one group 
1"'he total number of sponsors is tvventy-six. Except for the three 
drum and bugle corps t,he amount of financial support obtained from these I 
sponsoring groups is minor, however. 'Ihese sponsoring groups do help consi- •I 
derably, however, by lending prestige and contributing important materials II 
such a s music, chairs, hall, etc. 
Conclusions. (B) A.minority of community music groups are sponsored by or-
ganizati ons. In most cases, remarks indicate, these sponsoring groups con-
t ribute only minor support. 
It is evident that of the two major source of financial support the 
most vital is the support given by individuals - not group s. The two major 
methods used in obtaining support from individuals are admissions and indi-
vidual sponsorship. It is evident that most of the music groups are primari-
' ly se lf-sufficient. 
History 
Comparison. 'Ihe mixed vocal groups have been in existence an average of 
tvmnty-five and one-half years; the gl ee clubs, fifteen years; and the 
orchestras, thirteen years. 'Ihe drum and bugle corp s average three and one-
,half years in existence. One band has been in existence twenty years. The 
chamber music group, the appreciation group, and one band have b een in exis-
tence t wo years or less. 
1"'he average of the mixed vocal gro ups is somewhat misleading as there 
are three groups which have been in existence considerably longer than the 
I 
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others. Excluding these three group s, the average would be nine years. The , 
average of the orchestras is also somewhat illlreliable f or t he same reason. 
Excluding f ive groups, the average for the orchestras would be five years. 
Conclusions . It seems that many groups, wi t h some outstanding exceptions, 
taper off and become extinct after t wenty years or less. It also seems that 
most orchest ras, with some outstanding exceptions, t end to become extinct 
more quickly than vocal groups . These factors will be discussed illlder 
Re commendations. 
Original Purpose 
Comparison and Conclusion. With the exception of one choral group, all the 
groups stat ed that their original purposes have remained the same up to the 
present time . The purposes named were all worthy and similar. (Purposes of 
commilllity music groups may be found in Chapter I. ) 
Original Organizer 
I 
I 
Comparison. lifJOst of the gl ee clubs, orchestras, and mixed vocal group s were I 
organized by their first conductors. In other instances the .first conduc-
tors assisted in organizing music groups ; (both bands, t wo drum and bugle 
corps and the chamber music group were also organi zed by their prese nt con-
ductors.) 
Conclusions. It is clear that conductors organized most of these conununi ty 11 
music groups . There are many possible reasons why this should be true. The ' 
conductors may have desired to educate adults musically and/or wished to 
develop community music. It is also true that they have much to gain from 
II 
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the organization of a cornnunity group . 
Significant Factors 
Comparison ru1d Conclusions. This question was not ansvvered by most persons 
and in a vague way by those who did. Very few persons mentioned any defi-
nite plan for 11 feeding 11 their community group with talented alumni of the 
high schools. 
General Conclusion and Summary 
It wa s found that a majority of all types of groups have similar prac-
t ices in their establishment, development, and management. Consequently the 
conclusions in this chapter offe r a fairly clear picture of how to organize 
and deve lop a group whether it be an orchestra, a mixed vocal group, a glee 
club, or other. 
Significant differences of the major groups vd.ll be discussed under 
the next section. 
Re commendations 
IVhen possible, it was observed that the more expert g roups differed 
somewhat from the other groups. A survey of superior community music group s 
would per haps be a fruitful subject for further s tudy. 
!"-:~J-rvt) 
Most group s have a rather short ~a:n of about fourteen years or 
less. Probable rea sons for this are many. Perhaps the most significant 
reason is that groups do not maintain a high enough level of performance. 
Most groups are chiefly self-sponsored and their income (adlni s sions, and in-
dividual sponsors) is directly affected by their performance ability. (It 
was observed that superior groups have the largest audiences.) Performance 
~===""---- .=::_ _ _:::..__::::..-_ ------=-= --==-= ~-= 
ability depends perhaps chiefly on the conductor's abilities and personality 
(see Chapter I. ) If so, for continued survival, a CO ITLl'Jluni ty group should 
secure a good conductor and induce him to stay with the group. Another pos-
sibl e method of lengthening a group's life span is that the group should ob-
tain sponsorship by a permanent organization of the community such as a Re-
creation Department and to a degree where the sponsoring group will ensure 
that the music group will be adequately supported during crucial periods. 
I t seems likely that many community civic and cultural organizations v-rould 
recognize the cultural and educational value s to be obtained from having a 
corrmunity music group and could thus be induced to permanently sponsor it. 
There are probably reasons other than musica l (e. g., sociological) which 
affect a music group 1 s existence, but a discussion of these is outside the 
scope of this study. 
:Most of the community music groups have little or no relationship 
vdth the local school systems. 'I'here are many possible rea sons for this but, 
perhaps, most probable is that supervi sors of music simply do not realize 
the values to be gained from having a close reJa tionship between the communi-
ty music group and the school music program. Colleges of music and the like 
should stress this important aspect of education. 'I'he future supervisor 
should be avraTe t hat e ducation is a life-long, never ending process . The 
failure of school boards and school superintendents to understand tr.d.s con-
cept could also b e a factor hindering the groups 1 development and consequent-
ly narrovdng the groups 1 life span. 
It was found that the orchestras are the mo st unstable of all the 
groups, though there are a few outstanding exceptions. 'I'he fo llm'lill..g fac-
91 
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tors support this view: (l) they have the lowest average of years in exis-
tence; ( 2 ) they have the lowest average percentage of conductors who are 
full time musicians; and (3) they have aD average of fewer performing mem-
bers than is expected of a complete modern day instrumentation. Probable 
reasons for this situation are many. Probab~, however, the problem is the 
basic one that ha s been recognized by music educators for several years. 
This problem is the difficulty of the training of stringed instrument play-
ers at the public school level. This p roblem is well knmm and vti.ll not be 
discussed here. When this problem is overcome, there may well be adequate 
numbers of capable community orchestral performers and conductors. 
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November 3, 1952 
394 Pleasant Street 
Malden, Massachusetts 
In connection with a program of University graduate study, I am 
seeking information about community music activities and organizations 
in several communities of Eastern Massachusetts. 
Your name has been suggested as one actively interested in the work 
of a musical organization in your community, and who might be willing 
to assist by providing information of value in this survey. 
I am taking the liberty, therefore, of enclosing a questionnaire 
covering items which relate to the growth and development of music 
activities and shall appreciate it gratefully if you find it convenient 
to supply information concerning your own group and its activities in 
the musical life of the community. If for any reason this is not con-
venient, perhaps you would be willing to refer it to someone connected 
with the group, or suggest to whom I might write. It is my hope that 
the survey may be as representative as possible for the area, and that 
its conclusions may therefore be of maximum significance and help to 
all interested persons. 
The results of the survey are not to be published, and have no 
commercial implications or connections. I shall, however, be glad to 
make a summary of the findings available to any who participate in it; 
and if you will indicate your desire for such a summar,y on the question-
naire, I shall be glad to send it to you on completion of the survey. 
A stamped addressed return envelope is enclosed for your convenience 
in replyingo 
With thanks for any assistance you may provide in this study, 
Sincerely yours, 
Robert Dargie 
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November 3, 1952 
394 Pleasant Street 
Malden, Massachusetts 
In connection with a program of' University graduate study, I am 
seeking informatiqi1 about conununity music aCtivities and organizations 
in several communities of Eastern Massachusetts. 
I would greatly appreciate your assistance in listing, on the form 
below, the names of any such organizations you may know of - orchestras, 
choruses, bands, drum and bugle corps, study groups, artist concert 
sponsoring groups, and similar organizations - made up principally of un-
paid personneL Church choirs should not be included. 
If possible, would you also list a member of each group, such as 
an officer, official representative or conductor, who knows the organi-
zation thoroughly? 
A self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience. I 
shall be grateful indeed for any information you may be able to offer. 
Sincerely yours, 
Robert Dargie 
==================================================================================== 
Name of the Group Location of the Group 
Group~s Representative Address 
Name of the Group Location of the Group 
Group9s Representative Address 
Name of the Group Location of the Group 
Groupis Representative Address 
Name of the Group Location of the Group 
Groupis Representative Address 
Name of the Group Location of the Group 
Groupi s Representative Address 
[signed] ________ ~--------------
Tear off and mail to: Robert Dargie, 394 Pleasant St., Malden, Mass . 
(use reverse side if needed) 
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Robert A. Dargie 394 Pleasant Sto, HaldE-n , 1'-l:e.ss . 
SUGGESTIONS AND DIRECTIONS 
Please check the answers which apply to your situation, or fill in briefly 
the information requested. In some cases, there may be more than one answer which 
applies to your situation. In others, some questions may not apply, and should be 
disregarded. Feel free to add any comment you wish to make your views clear at 
any point. 
L General: 
Name of the Group 
----~----------------~~--------------------------
Location of the Group 
~--~--------~----~----------------------~---------
Populatibn of the town or city where your group is located 
--------------~-
If the group serves only a section of the town or city or includes neighbor-
ing towns or cities, then please indicate the approximate population~-----
Is the group a chorus orchestra study group sponsoring 
group for outside artists ____ band ~ Ot her (indicate-)~~~--~-----------
II. Membership and personnel: 
How many performing members are there in the group? ________________________ _ 
Is the group composed of men ____ women ____ both? 
Is membership in the group dependent on auditions interest 
factors? (indicate) ----
other 
What percentage of change in membership do you usually have from one year to 
the next? 
----------------
Do you have extra incentives, such as socials trips ____ picnics __ __ 
other (indicate) ~--~~~~~---------------------------------------­
to attract and hold membership? 
Do paid performers play with the group (for purposes of musical balance and/ 
or instrumentation)? Yes ____ No ____ Percentage __ __ 
III. Organization: 
Does the group elect officers? Yes No 
Does the conductor devote his full time to music activities? Yes No 
If so, is he a public school teacher ____ critic ____ performer ____ college 
teacher __ private teacher ____ other (indicate) 
Is the conductor appointed by (a) the members ____ (b) representatives __ __ 
(c ) a sponsoring group other (indicate) 
Is the usual appointment term one year ____ or (indicate the number of) ____ _ 
~ years, indefinite? __ __ ,.~,\ 
IV. Performances: 
How often are performances given (approximate number per year)? ____ _ 
Ar e these in the fall winter spring ____ summer 
How large are your average size audiences (approximate number) ? ________ __ 
How often do you have guest soloist s a ssist at concerts (percentage 
annually) ? 
-------- [ over ] 
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V. Pre grams : 
Are program numbers selected by (a) the conductor (b) a committee 
(c) both __ others? (indicate) 
Do you give special programs for public school pupils? Yes No 
How many per yeiir? ___________ ...;. .  ,;.;.··· ..... · .;...... ...... . . 
\ '· 
Do you offer special low ·· price admissions for · school pupils at regular 
concerts? Yes · No 
If it is convenient I would appreciate your sending me some sample programs. 
VIo Rehearsals: 
How often do you hold full rehearsals? (-number per .. irionth)? _ sectional 
rehearsals? 
---
vfuat is the average .length of -these? Full. ___, .......... __ _ Sectional 
----
VII. Financial Support: . 
Is your .income derived from 'dues _ admis~i~ns contributions or 
gifts _ . collections at concerts ____. spo!lsors _ other (indicat,e}?_ 
-=-=------:-...,..---· If more than one of the abovEfis checked please stq.te 
the approximate percentage of each? ___________________________ ~----
Are you sponsored by an organization? Yes No 
Is it a · chamber of commerce __ an adult education progra~ __ church _ 
local government (e.g. recreation department) ~ a service group (such 
as Rotary or Kiwanis, etc.) priyate club _ ._ other (indicate)? ___ _ 
VIIIo History: . . 
How many years has the group'been actively in existence? _______________ __ 
Was the original purpose i:n, .. qrganizing the group the same as its present 
purpdse? Yes _· _ No __ . If not please conunent briefly on the reasons 
for the ch,ange . . • ·' 
Was the group originally organized by: 
L the conductor · 
------2. a former conductor 
----3. a sponsoring group ~-~--
4. some interested p~rformers ----
5. others? (j,.ndicate') 
In the following space please state ~ny signif~cant factors in the develop-
ment of your group that you feel would be of interest. 
Your Name ------------------------- Offi cial position ·----------------------
Address 
---------------------------------------------------------~-
Do you desire a copy of a . summar y of the findings of this study? Yes ·No 
~ 
.... 
- --
- -
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